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Subject: Hof Connection Weekly Update # 251
From: "Don Riverkamp" <river1940@sbcglobal.net>
Date: Wed, 12 Jul 2006 00:01:40 -0500
To: "chuck wilson" <cwilson940@aol.com>

ï»¿

07/12/06
Hof Connection Update #251
http://www.hofreunion.com/

DON RIVERKAMP - VICE PRESIDENT
river1940@sbcglobal.net

______________________________________________________________
SPONSORS OF REGISTERED 2006 HOF REUNION PARTICIPANTS
WILL RECEIVE A REUNION PACKAGE, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 17,
2006.
Each reunion package will contain Official Reunion Name Tags, Tour Tickets, and Banquet Tickets
for EACH person in the sponsorâ€™s party. The Reunion Package will also include an activity
Itinerary, and special Instructions. All Reunion participants are requested to WEAR their name tag
while at the Quality Hotel and when participating in Scheduled Reunion Functions such as
the Hof Buergermeisters Reception, Fernweh Park Ceremonies, and Scheduled Tours. THIS
IS A SECURITY ISSUE: It is also important that all Reunion Participants check the Bulletin Board
near the front entrance of the Quality Hotel DAILY. The Board of Directors are asking ALL reunion
participants to remind each other of the nametag rule when an incident of forgetfulness is noticed.
Members of the Board of Directors and Hotel Security will also be participating in enforcement of
the nametag rule. We have received excellent cooperation in the past and are expecting superior
support in Hof where SECURITY will be a primary concern to the Association.

CONSOLIDATED HOF REUNION REGISTRATIONS AS OF 7-11-06.
Peggy Adams, Mike & Ursula Assenmacher, Bert & Kay Arnold, Jim & Sue Beard, Dr. Eric Bergstrom, Gisela
Blankenship & Anna Flamos, Thomas & Denise Bryson, Hanna Bryson, Hilde Calisti, Jay Campbell & Mary Roth, Ken &
Marianne Cash, Marl & Peggy Clemons, Jack & Sue Coker, Bruce & Brigitte Cook and Anita Deleranko, George &
Irmgard Coursey; Eddie Crump & Dot Little and Jim Pierce & Faye Fletcher; Carl & Barbara Davino, Jerry Decker and
Ellen Decker, Jack & Joyce Denham, Ed & Nancy Desch, Christa Devine & Diana McFarland, Ali & Rosi Dietz, Pat &
Kathy DiCincio, Dave & Karen Dickson, John & Robyn Dorsch, Archie Emery; George & Christa Fahrbach and Robert
Butler; Mario & Renate Forgione, Francis & JoAnn Fukumoto, Malcolm Gaissert; Randy & Penny Gash and Scott & Lori
Byer, and Jay & Linda Ogles; Paul Genung, Ralph & Joan Glover, Melvin & Arlyne Goodweather: Marty & Alice
Habecker, Deborah Grierson, Susan Kren; Helga Haese, Melvin & Ilse Hamill, William (Smiley) & Elaine Hansberger,
Carmen Hardman, Stan & Pat Heath, Jim Helfer & Delia Rose, Barry & Carmen Hibbard, Norman & Ursula Hines, Dan
& Rick Holden, Robert & Hanna Hoerath, Ken & Lily Holley, John Inman, Gina Hutchins, Joerg Spielmann, David &
Jeannette Johnson, Wayne & Judy Jones; Arnold, Emma, Kristie, & Kathie Joyce; Joe & Dolores Kessler and Robert &
Lois Shinko; Kenneth & Gay Kielbania, Tom & Donna Knight, Greg & Sandy Krcma; Dick, Doris, & Heidi Kreuzer; John
& Diana Krug, Paul & Erika Laven and Michael Rockelmann; Dick & Barbara Learned; Marianne Lengel, Bill Little, Jerry
& Erika Librizzo, Jerry & Pat Mangas,Jim McGovern, Ron & Sheila Meier, Phyllis Phipps & Jolene McKeag; Jerry &
Hilde Middendorf, Kathe Urban, Sandra Seigfried, Lisbeth Seigfried, Manfred Seigfried; Thomas & Inge Mikloiche, Bob
& Sue Morrisson, Russel Moyer, Walter & Shirley Murch, Steve & Donna Murphrey, Phil & Jo Murray, Claude &
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Susanne Niebuhr, Wade & Phyllis Nottingham, Dick & Evi Obidinski and Heidi Pouch; Joe Olenik, John & Aggie Pace,
E. (Pete) & Margit Payne, Lance & Kay Peterson, Bernard & Sandra Pieper, Gary & RoseMarie Queen; Jim, Traudl,
Tanja Riggin & Erich Duenne; Don Riverkamp, Clint & Katrina Roberson, Leo & Ilse Root, Harold & Helga Robinson,
Leslie Runkle, C. A Russell, Danny & Brigitte Sandifer, Dan & Carol Scanny, Patricia Schiermeister & Susan Morse,
Paul & Susan Schefft, Aubrey Schefft; Mike & Connie Shanahan, Walt & Ginny Shifflett, Walter & Jay Silveria, Jack
Sinagra & Jean.Jackson; Mike & Connie Shanahan, John & Eva-Maria Slutz, Gerald & Ruth Smeal, Nathan & Ute
Sparks, Don & Diane Spirk, Irmgard & Gerd Sprissler, Jay Steger, Stu & Marcey Sturdevant, Ray & Mary Szyperski,
Dean & Shirley Thompson; Francis MC & Priscilla Thompson and Margarett Kaiser; Walt & Margot Tribble, Joey
Trujillo, Bill & Edith Ward; Marianne Way & Elfriede Baumgardel; John & Judy Weckerly, Gene Wetzel, Chuck &
Monika Wilson; Marty,Judy & Becky Wright; Carl & Anita Wyatt, Dave Wymard

PLEASE BRING ERRORS TO THE ATTENTION OF :

HofReunion@aol.com

MESSAGE FROM HRA PRESIDENT: The date for the Reunion in Hof is coming up very
quickly and a Hof Reunion coin will be discussed at the general membership meeting
in September. I have received a couple of designs from an association member that
is looking good. Even if you are not going to make the reunion in Hof, you can still submit a
design for consideration by the executive board, and then the general membership at the
meeting. If we are going to have a Hof Reunion Coin, we need everyone to submit their
ideas. You can email your design(s) to me, Jim Riggin, at jmriggin@yahoo.com , if you are
not attending the reunion in Hof, OR, if you are attending the reunion, please bring your
design(s) with you. We do not want a design with a Military Unit on it, nor a design with HOF
2006. The Hof Reunion coin is not just for this reunion. I will be departing for Germany on
September 12th, so please get your coin design to me prior to that date. Keep in mind, this
is open to everyone that is a member in good standing of the Hof Reunion Association,
NOT just those members attending the reunion in Hof in September. T H A N K S !

Jim Riggin, HRA President
HOF CHATROOM: The chatroom is backup and running good, thanks to Barry Springsteen,
and Tom Mikloiche. All members are encouraged to take a look into
the chatroom and catch an ole friend from the past, and/or present. Just go to the
Hof Reunion Association website, www.hofreunion.com , go to Chatroom, and then
following the easy instructions.

_________________________________________________________________________________

BERLIN TOUR - SEATS AVAILABLE
The 19 September Berlin Tour has 2 open seats available on a first come - first served basis at the
very low rate of $48.50 per seat. Remember folks, when you snooze - you lose!!! Send an email to
HofReunion@aol.com to secure a BERLIN Tour ticket.

REMINDER TO CONTACT YOUR DIRECTOR OF TRANSPORTATION
FOR A STREET OR CITY SIGN FROM YOUR HOME TOWN.
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Mike & Ursula Assenmacher 2002
Nickerson

Klaus Bier with Tom & Monika

Chuck & Monika Wilson 2002
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

CHANGE OF EMAIL ADDRESS & CORRECTIONS:
Al & Karin Schaller Campbell
= ajcampbe2005@peoplepc.com
Mike Helfert & Kathleen Eisenbeis = Mike.Helfert@noaa.gov
Don & Kathy Welch
= 386-677-4671

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:
Tony & Lynn Cameron
Richard & Sue Ching
Bill & Barbara Yee
Dr Mike-Kathleen Eisenbeis Helfer

E
E
H
H

FY5 dacamera@adams.net
FY6 r.ching@hawaiiantel.net
FY6 billbarbyee@saw.net
FY8 Mike.Helfert@noaa.gov

NEWMEMBERS:
Dixie Faith (Widow of John)
Noel & Pepita Sinchak

H WE7 focgsoyj@juno.com
H FY6 pepitavilliar@hotmail.com

DONATION:
Mike Helfer & Kathleen Eisenbeis

$100.00

NEW FINDS:
FINAL FLYBY LIST;
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Subject: Hof Connection Update #252
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Tue, 18 Jul 2006 23:56:46 -0400
To: stumprch@mewlan.com

Hof Connection Update #252
7/18/2006
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

A large thank you...
To Don Riverkamp and Chuck Wilson who produced the last couple of updates while I was
unavailable...
And a

thank you also to those who expressed condolences to my family and myself.

First off... some catching up.. .
>From our Web Meister, Barry:Springsteen
Not sure if you have sent out the update to the general membership yet but if you have not
please remove the statement that bookmarking is the better way to get to the chat room. I made
a mistake, the best way to access the chat room is through the website . Please correct that
statement for me as soon as possible.
Sorry for the error and any extra work it may cause.
Barry

The chat room is up and running full tilt! Members who use the system ask that you identify
yourselves with your first and last name after you sign in with what ever name you like as a
screen name. ed.
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The pictorial lead off that was planned for the 4th of July update...

Thunderbirds by Domke!
_____________________________________________________________
A Correction...
Beau Rivage was the partially destroyed casino in Biloxi.... Beauvoir is the correct title of Jefferson
Davis' home...
This (was) a picture of "Beauvoir", the last home of CSA President
Jefferson Davis, not the Beau Rivage Casino. It was basically
destroyed, but will be rebuilt.
Bill Little
Det 2, 6912rh RSM
The Beau Rivage is a very large casino on the coast. The picture
you presented was of Beauvoir... the last home of Jefferson Davis. And
the
answer is... no, most of it is gone. The outbuildings were lost, but a
portion of the house is still standing. A lot of the museum pieces were
also lost.
Peggy Adams
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Off Base.... or maybe not?
Another reason to make the Hof2006 trip, if you need a reason? A Tax Write off for
Medical expenses?
Beer Ingredient May Fight Prostate Cancer
CORVALLIS, Ore. (AP) -- A main ingredient in beer may help prevent prostate cancer and
enlargement, according to a new study. But researchers say don't rush out to stock the
refrigerator because the ingredient is present in such small amounts that a person would have to
drink more than 17 beers to benefit.
Oregon State University researchers say the compound xanthohumol, found in hops, inhibits a
specific protein in the cells along the surface of the prostate gland.
The protein acts like a signal switch that turns on a variety of animal and human cancers,
including prostate cancer.
Cancer typically results from uncontrolled cell reproduction and growth. Xanthohumol belongs to a
group of plant compounds called flavonoids, which can trigger the programmed cell death that
controls growth, researchers say.
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Xanthohumol was first discovered in hops in 1913, but its health effects were not known until
about 10 years ago, when it was first studied by Fred Stevens, assistant professor of medicinal
chemistry at OSU's College of Pharmacy.
Last fall, Stevens published an update on xanthohumol in the journal Phytochemistry that drew
international attention.
Stevens says it possible for drug companies to develop pills containing concentrated doses of the
flavonoid found in the hops used to brew beer.
He also says researchers could work to increase the xanthohumol content of hops.
There are already a number of food supplements on the market containing hops, and scientists in
Germany have developed a beer that contains 10 times the amount of xanthohumol as traditional
brews. The drink is being marketed as a healthy beer, but research is still under way to determine
if it has any effect against cancer.
The latest Oregon State University research was published in a recent issue of Cancer Letters.

I need to identify these guys with their war trophy?
The Bierpolizei have been camped outside my door now for two weeks!

More Basketball photos
This one is from Dick Obidinski.. . the 602nd OLI from the early 60's
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UPDATE #252

18 JULY 06

RECENT REUNION REGISTRATIONS RECEIVED :
TOURS: 1a = Berlin 1b = Dresden 2=Kaserne/Doebra

Roger & Mary Polk

3= Kulmbach

Tour 2

CONSOLIDATED HOF REUNION REGISTRATIONS AS OF 7-11-06.
Peggy Adams, Mike & Ursula Assenmacher, Bert & Kay Arnold, Jim & Sue Beard, Dr. Eric
Bergstrom, Gisela Blankenship & Anna Flamos, Thomas & Denise Bryson, Hanna Bryson, Hilde
Calisti, Jay Campbell & Mary Roth, Ken & Marianne Cash, Mark & Peggy Clemons, Jack & Sue
Coker, Bruce & Brigitte Cook and Anita Deleranko, George & Irmgard Coursey; Eddie Crump & Dot
Little and Jim Pierce & Faye Fletcher; Carl & Barbara Davino, Jerry Decker and Ellen Decker, Jack
& Joyce Denham, Ed & Nancy Desch, Christa Devine & Diana McFarland, Ali & Rosi Dietz, Pat &
Kathy DiCintio, Dave & Karen Dickson, John & Robyn Dorsch, Archie Emery; George & Christa
Fahrbach and Robert Butler; Mario & Renate Forgione, Francis & JoAnn Fukumoto, Malcolm
Gaissert; Randy & Penny Gash and Scott & Lori Byer, and Jay & Linda Ogles; Paul Genung, Ralph
& Joan Glover, Melvin & Arlyne Goodweather: Marty & Alice Habecker, Deborah Grierson, Susan
Kren; Helga Haese, Melvin & Ilse Hamill, William (Smiley) & Elaine Hansberger, Carmen
Hardman, Stan & Pat Heath, Jim Helfer & Delia Rose, Barry & Carmen Hibbard, Norman & Ursula
Hines, Dan & Rick Holden, Robert & Hanna Hoerath, Ken & Lily Holley, John Inman, Gina
Hutchins, Joerg Spielmann, David & Jeannette Johnson, Wayne & Judy Jones; Arnold, Emma,
Kristie, & Kathie Joyce; Joe & Dolores Kessler and Robert & Lois Shinko; Kenneth & Gay
Kielbania, Tom & Donna Knight, Greg & Sandy Krcma; Dick, Doris, & Heidi Kreuzer; John & Diana
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Krug, Paul & Erika Laven and Michael Rockelmann; Dick & Barbara Learned; Marianne Lengel, Bill
Little, Jerry & Erika Librizzo, Jerry & Pat Mangas,Jim McGovern, Ron & Sheila Meier, Phyllis Phipps
& Jolene McKeag; Jerry & Hilde Middendorf, Kathe Urban, Sandra Seigfried, Lisbeth Seigfried,
Manfred Seigfried; Thomas & Inge Mikloiche, Bob & Sue Morrisson, Russel Moyer, Walter & Shirley
Murch, Steve & Donna Murphrey, Phil & Jo Murray, Claude & Susanne Niebuhr, Wade & Phyllis
Nottingham, Dick & Evi Obidinski and Heidi Pouch; Joe Olenik, John & Aggie Pace, E. (Pete) &
Margit Payne, Lance & Kay Peterson, Bernard & Sandra Pieper, Roger & Mary Polk, Gary &
RoseMarie Queen; Jim, Traudl, Tanja Riggin & Erich Duenne; Don Riverkamp, Clint & Katrina
Roberson, Leo & Ilse Root, Harold & Helga Robinson, Leslie Runkle, C. A Russell, Danny & Brigitte
Sandifer, Dan & Carol Scanny, Patricia Schiermeister & Susan Morse, Paul & Susan Schefft,
Aubrey Schefft; Mike & Connie Shanahan, Walt & Ginny Shifflett, Walter & Jay Silveria, Jack
Sinagra & Jean.Jackson; Mike & Connie Shanahan, John & Eva-Maria Slutz, Gerald & Ruth Smeal,
Nathan & Ute Sparks, Don & Diane Spirk, Irmgard & Gerd Sprissler, Jay Steger, Stu & Marcey
Sturdevant, Ray & Mary Szyperski, Dean & Shirley Thompson; Francis MC & Priscilla Thompson
and Margarett Kaiser; Walt & Margot Tribble, Joey Trujillo, Bill & Edith Ward; Marianne Way &
Elfriede Baumgardel; John & Judy Weckerly, Gene Wetzel, Chuck & Monika Wilson; Marty,Judy &
Becky Wright; Carl & Anita Wyatt, Dave Wymard

PLEASE BRING ERRORS TO THE ATTENTION OF < HofRenunion@aol.com >

CHANGE OF EMAIL ADDRESS & CORRECTIONS:
Mark & Peggy Clemons, 3195 E.144 St. S., Bixby, OK 74008 918-366-9864
Tony & Lynn Cameron

FY6 dacamera@adams.net

Dixie Faith (Widow of John)

WE7 dixfaith@juno.com

Paul Genung

paujogen@aol.com

=

Dick & Doris Kreuzer

=

Col. Ken Miller

HeidiKreuzer@gmail.com

=

Noel & Pepita Sinchak

=

Ken Meadows

kfmiller@nb.sympatico.ca
pepitavillar@hotmail.com

= kmead4@valornet.com

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:
Ray & Jo Thompson

NEW FINDS:
Thomas Duffy

H

FY6/7

rayjothompson@msn.com

The following would love to hear from old Hof friends & acquaintances.
Sabetha, KS

785 284 2249

stumprch@mewlan.com

Rita Flanigan Nurse 64-68 Unionville, CT

860-673-6604 No Email

Paul Strunk

505-437-9132 No Email

Medic 66-68 La Luz, NM

Ladies Serving In Heaven:

Dotty Duffy
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Subject: Hof Connection Update #254
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 02 Aug 2006 12:18:27 -0400
To: dougs@bluegrass.net

Hof Connection Update #254
8/2/06
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Master Hof Roster...
One of the difficulties that comes up when people pay their dues a year or
two (or more) in advance is that I don't receive notice that as the years tick
over someone is due a new roster. They are, to keep the book-keeping to a
minimum, normally sent to new members and to renewing members. At
sign-up or renewal, you may recieve one by email, by hard copy or even by
CD, your preference.
If your name has fallen thru the Master Roster cracks for what ever reason,
please let me know at hofreunion@dejazzd.com and I will send one off as
quickly as possible. in which ever format you prefer.

Nobody home anymore?
The following links connect to satellite pics of the Kaserne and Hohensaas.... taken
apparently in the morning. either it was a Weekend or nobody is home there anymore?
No more Wüllenwebers:
http://maps.google.com/?ie=UTF8&ll=50.317936,11.875556&spn=0.003329,0.007317&t=k&om=1
No jeeps, no tracks, no trucks, no nobody!
http://maps.google.com/?ie=UTF8&t=k&om=1&ll=50.316922,11.89255&spn=0.003124,0.007317
These may take a bit of download time depending on your connection. But you can move
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around and in and out on the picture using the buttons on the left side of the shot.

More from DaDeuce...
Besides playing a lot of basketball on company time, members of the Deuce (aka Dadeuce)
also spent a goodly amount of time in chapel drinking herb tea in large ceramic cups and
planning their next missionary expedition.

the label on the back of the pic id's these guys as (L-R)
Buf Bissin(D) Willie Kimes(D), Estus Ochidia, Denny Toponce
Willy Williford, Sonny Blankenship(D)
Ochidia/Ouchida and Williford are not listed on the Roster as of 7/26/06
If you have current or even outdated information or orders please forward it!
Photo from the Obi-wan collection

A helpful reminder?
We may need a reminder to everyone to select a flattering picture of themselves from the
Hof Days, maybe laminate it or something, and wear it along side of their necessarily ever
present I.D. tag. No one but me looks the same as they did back then, so it will be helpful
in trying to put "the face to the name".
(I plan to wear someone else's picture)
c.a.russell
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We have been asked...
Love the the new newsletter.....
Appreciate the info about the car rentals and clothing required.
Must be loosing my grasp of German more than I feared. Warschtlamo escapes me
entirely. The cartoon on the first page appears to be one of those Wurst vendors that we
used to see at the fests with the wicker basket full of various Wurst and Brotchen (Senf
anyone?).. What ever it is (Warschtlamo), it (he) appears to be inviting (us) to Hof.
Please help me out, what does Wärschtlamo mean?
Thanks,
Joe Kessler

The answer is as Joe suspects... the Wurstman or sausage seller we all
patronized on the streets of Hof. It actually comes from the Hoferisch dialect.
The major difference Wurst-wise I have seen between Hof and other cities is
that in Hof you buy ein paar... a pair of long skinny wienies or bratwurst on a
Brotchen. Other places you get one big fat one. Towards Dresden you get a
boiled Kielbasa-like Knackwurst with a Brotchen and Butter on the side.

Photo by Phil Murray
of
"Herr Keintrinkwasser"
from a nameless GI who asked who the guy was
on the "keintrinkwasser" fountain!
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thomas bryson wrote:
Greetings Guys,
Two rooms at the Hof Quality Inn have just become available. I have cancer (just found
out) and the Bryson Family will not be in attendence at the reunion.
I cancelled the reservations this evening, so the availability is fresh. I hope that can
benefit someone. Sorry to have to convey this kind of crap, but what the hell. I have
consultation meetings with the surgeons on Monday, but I think I'm pretty well buggered.
Any reversals I get on that opinion will be sent with bells and whistles. I and my family
really enjoyed the reunions we did go to and wish you all the best. Stay in touch with
Hanna and Denise, they enjoy everybody.
Bis spater,
Tom Bryson

Tom and Hanna's pic at Fernwehpark was just posted last week in #253! Tom can be
reached at his roster address and at
thebear1968@yahoo.com

603rd ATC in Czech-land!
I knew that I had read this somewhere... found the lead-in link via
http://usafgermany.com/links/bushlinks.html#Units which took me to:
http://www.603acw.com/brief.html
...at the end of WW II, the 603 ATC was actually located in Eger or Cheb, in
Czechoslovakia, but after the Soviet and American forces got themselves re-aligned and the
zones of control established, the unit pulled back into Bavaria from the Sudetenland. .

A Brief History of the 603rd Aircraft Control and
Warning Squadron
1942/43 - The 603rd grew out of the wartime 705th Signal Aircraft Warning Company
and the battle-tested Company "A", 555th Signal Aircraft Warning Battalion.
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(not sure I really want to know what

this cartoon is all about...ed.)

June 6, 1944 - The 555th crossed the English Channel. Received a commendation from
Brigadier General James W. McCauley on July 5 for identifying and reporting enemy aircraft
- resulting in destruction of one ME109 and dispersing the remainder of the flight by
anti-aircraft artillery. Radar operations temporarily ceased due to involvement in the Battle
of the Bulge at Bastogne in December, 1944. Crossed Rhine at Remagen in March, 1945.
Located at Egar ( Cheb ) Czechoslovakia in the Sudetenland when the war with
Germany was concluded.

And this piece:
May 25, 1948 - 603rd Tactical Control Squadron was reactivated at Hof, Germany with
Captain Glenwood McDowell as Commanding Officer.

For this time frame we are fortunate to have Steve Carcia on board. Steve is continually
researching the history of those early Hofer days just post WW II and is writing a book
about those days.

Reunion2008...
008 SITE SELECTION COMMITTEE: Our HRA President, Jim Riggin, has put together a
site selection committee for the 2008 HRA Reunion. Dick Obidinski, our past president, is
Chairmen of the committee. Dick and his committee will be looking into what locations are
available throughout the states. Any member in good standing that has any suggestions,
please forward them to Dick at robidinski@sbcglobal.net
and Dick will have one of his committee members look into that location. Remember that
they will be looking at locations with attractions that provide interest to our membership,
entertainment, recreation, scenery, history, and good accommodations at a reasonable
prices. So, get your thinking caps on, and see if your recommendation might become the
site of our 2008 reunion. Thanks !!
For Obi-wan via Don Riverkamp

Way off base but worth passing on:
You know you have had too much coffee if your eyes stay open when you
sneeze.
Sounds like the Mids of long ago?
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Overseas car rental benefits on a Visa Platinum Plus...

http://www.usa.visa.com/personal/cards/benefits/bft_dmg_waiver_personal.html?it=il |/personal/cards/benefits/inde
They appear to be about the same as the earlier mentioned "World Points Master-Card", up
to 31 days of collision and theft on overseas rentals.
Again: don't forget to advise your particular CC holder that you WILL be traveling in Europe
or anywhere else overseas during a particular time frame. It keeps them from flagging your
transactions as potential problems.
>From Betty Jung:
Was just reading the latest Hof newsletter and thought I might add a word of advice
(although I am not going).
When I was in Europe last year I discovered one must notify their credit card company that
they are going to be abroad and how long (my bank also wanted to know what countries).
I have heard horror stories from friends that have travel overseas and went to ATM's
hoping to get money and their credit card wouldn't allow them. My bank (Bank of America)
upped my daily limit and it was great.
You might have mentioned this in a previous newsletter so sorry if it is a repeat.
Betty

If you are driving a German registered car into Czech Republic
A tax is levied for use of highways and express roads. A sticker must be purchased and displayed, and
failure to do so will result in a fine. The sticker can be bought at the Czech border, ÚAMK offices, gas
stations or post offices. (From AAA at www.aaamaps.com... no maps but lots of other good travel
info!)

your rental agency should probably handle this for you.

UPDATE #254
FERNWEH PARK : If you are unable to obtain a city or town sign, “ Klaus Baer” has
requested that you attempt to bring a street sign named after an American President.
Klaus loves America. We think he is engaged in a special US Presidential project. Try
to bring one of the more difficult Street names:
John Adams, John Quincy Adams, Arthur (Chester), Nixon (Richard), Taylor (Zachery),
Kennedy (John),
Tyler (John), Hoover ( Herbert), Hayes (Rutherford), Van Buren (Martin), Roosevelt
(Theodore) or (Flanklin), Grant (Ulysses), Wilson (Woodrow), Harding (Warren), Cleveland
(Grover), Carter (Jimmy), McKinley, (William), Monroe (James), Clinton (William), Bush
(George), Polk (James), Fillmore (Willard), Reagan (Ronald), Eisenhower (Dwight), Taft
(William), Truman (Harry), Harrison (William), Garfield (James), Harrison (Benjamin),
Madison (James), Lincoln (Abraham), Pierce (Franklin), Ford (Gerald), Johnson (Andrew or
Lyndon)

SENIOR MOMENTS: Reunion attendees are requested to WEAR their name tag

while at the Quality Hotel and at all Scheduled Reunion Functions such as the
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Hof Buergermeisters Reception, Fernweh Park Ceremonies, and Scheduled
Tours. The name tag will be required for entrance at the Banquet and Group
Dinners. We are asking ALL reunion participants to remind each other of the nametag rule
when a “Senior Moment” is noticed. The Board of Directors will appreciate your assistance.

GERMAN BANQUET GUESTS :
The following additional invited German Guests will attend the 22 September, Hof Reunion
Banquet, at the Buergergesellschaft. The sponsor's name appears in bold print.
Alfred Hornfischer & Inge Hoffman (Mike Assenmacher); Rosa Stahl (Gisela
Blankenship); Guenther & Inge Bursian (J.C.Campbell); Inge Woelfel (Christa
DeVine); Harald & Ilona Hertel, Edgar & Ingrid Koepel, Renate Schiller & Mike Thuemling,
Carmen Thuemling & Erika Wolfrum (Pat DiCintio); Ursula Lusczak (Norman Hines);
Renate Thuemling, Heinz Wagner, Rolf & Christa Landmann (Tom Mikloiche);
Hans & Renate Weinlein (Phil Murray); Eckart & Marga Teltscher (E. Peter Payne);
Andrew & Florian Voelker, Bobo & Marianne Roden (Jim Riggin); Lydia Rueger, Juergen
& Petra Wettengel, Margot Wettengel (D. Nathan Sparks). Klaus & Mrs Bier, Manfred
Koehler, Frau Anna Mueller, Baron Von Waldenfels, Hof Kaserne Commander, Operations
Officer, Doebra OIC, Manolya Kara, (Hof Reunion Association)

RENO, NV 2007: Don Riverkamp, our very capable Vice President, is currently engaged
in negotiations with several Reno, Hotel-Casino’s. In the cat and mouse game of
“negotiation,” Don is actively looking out for the interest of the Hof Reunion Association
membership. He will, beyond a shadow of a doubt, come up with the best hotel/casino
package that Reno has to offer our group.

CHANGE OF EMAIL ADDRESS & CORRECTIONS:

Al & Victoria Collier

= ab_collier@verizon.net

Robert & Jean Epperson

= robepprs@comcast.net

Rees & Susan Dews

= vaflnc@comcast.net

Dick Metz

= rrnmametz9@msn.com

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:
Chuck Babcock

FY7

402-895-5314

Efriede Babcock

FY7

303-369-9080

Bob & Teresa Blanchard

FY7

RBBobkat1932@aol.com

Sam & Sylvia Brady

FY7

ssbrady1@bellsouth.net

Jack & Vonda Gallimore

FY7

jackmgallimore@earthlink.net

Roger & Elfriede Gentilini

FY7/8 Rrgentilini@wmconnect.net

Homer Gholston

FY8

405-262-4048
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Murray & Zora Greer

FY6/7 murrayg@cyou.com

Ken & Lily Holley

FY8

Phil Hughes

kenandlily723@sbcglobal.net

FY6

pchseattle@netscape.com

Bill & Carole Robinson

FY7

robinson_William@hotmail.com

Robert & Christa Sikes

FY8

rcsikes@verizon.net

NEW MEMBERS:
ab_collier@verizon.net

Al & Victoria Collier

FY6 Norton, MA

Edward & Mei-lee Danner

FY6 McComb Twp,MI edanner@prodigy.net

DONATIONS:
Robert & Christa Sikes

$10.00

NEW FINDS: C.A. Russell (Our Membership Chairman) has very consistently
done an exceptional job of locating missing members. Thank you C.A., for your
outstanding performance as the Hof Reunion Association Membership
Chairman.
Doug Saxton
Steven Fredrickson

Louieville, KY

dougs@bluegrass.net

Rochester, MN

507-285-9514

Rich & Hilda Gaston Cincinnati, OH

513-532-4802

FINAL FLYBY LIST; Joseph Megrant - (1945-2000), John Gamble (1934-2004)
Ladies Serving in Heaven: Vera Pleier Clrmons

The following is off the reservation Hof Reunion wise but still potentially of interest to many
vets, which includes most of YOU! Your mileage may vary!
>From Dallas Churchill via Don Riverkamp:
Below are web-sites
found that provide information on Veterans benefits and how to
file/ask for them. Accordingly, there are many sites that explain how to obtain books,
military/medical records, information and how to appeal a denied claim with the VA.
Nearly 100% of this information is free and available for all veterans, the only catch is: you
have to ask for it, because they won't tell you about a specific benefit unless you
ask. You need to know what questions to ask so the right doors open for you -- and then
be ready to have an advocate who is willing to work with and for you, stay in the process,
and press for your rights and your best interests.

Appeals http://www.warms.vba.va.gov/admin21/m21_1/mr/part1/ch05.doc
Board of Veteran's€(tm) Appeals http://www.va.gov/vbs/bva/
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CARES Commission http://www.va.gov/vbs/bva/
CARES Draft National Plan http://www1.va.gov/cares/page.cfm?pg=105
Center for Minority Veterans http://www1.va.gov/centerforminorityveterans/
Center for Veterans Enterprise http://www.vetbiz.gov/default2.htm
Center for Women Veterans http://www1.va.gov/womenvet/
Clarification on the changes in VA healthcare for Gulf War Veterans
http://www.gulfwarvets.com/ubb/Forum1/HTML/000016.html
Classified Records - American Gulf War Veterans Assoc
http://www.gulfwarvets.com/ubb/Forum18/HTML/000011.html
Compensation for Disabilities Associated with the Gulf War Service
http://www.warms.vba.va.gov/admin21/m21_1/part6/ch07.doc
Compensation Rate Tables, 12-1-03 http://www.vba.va.gov/bln/21/Rates/comp01.htm
Department of Veterans Affairs Home Page http://www.va.gov/
Directory of Veterans Service Organizations
http://www1.va.gov/vso/index.cfm?template=view
Disability Examination Worksheets Index, Comp
http://www.vba.vagov/bln/21/Benefits/exams/index.htm
Due Process http://www.warms.vba.va.gov/admin21/m21_1/mr/part1/ch02.doc
Duty to Assist http://www.warms.vba.va.gov/admin21/m21_1/mr/part1/ch01.doc
Electronic Code of Federal Regulations http://www.gpoaccess.gov/ecfr/
Emergency, Non-emergency, and Fee Basis Care
http://www1.va.gov/opa/vadocs/fedben.pdf
Environmental Agents http://www1.va.gov/environagents/
Environmental Agents M10
http://www1.vagov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1002
Establishing Combat Veteran Eligibility
http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=315
EVALUATION PROTOCOL FOR GULF WAR AND IRAQI FREEDOM VETERANS WITH
POTENTIAL EXPOSURE TO DEPLETED URANIUM (DU)
http://www1.va.gov/gulfwar/docs/DUHandbook1303122304.DOC and
http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1158
See also,
Depleted Uranium Fact Sheet
http://www1.va.gov/gulfwar/docs/DepletedUraniumFAQSheet.doc
EVALUATION PROTOCOL FOR NON-GULF WAR VETERANS WITH POTENTIAL EXPOSURE
TO DEPLETED URANIUM (DU)
http://www1.va.gov/gulfwar/docs/DUHANDBOOKNONGW130340304.DOC
Fee Basis, PRIORITY FOR OUTPATIENT MEDICAL SERVICES
AND INPATIENT HOSPITAL CARE
http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=206
Federal Benefits for Veterans and Dependants 2005
http://www1.va.gov/opa/vadocs/fedben.pdf OR,
http://www1.va.gov/opa/vadocs/current_benefits.htm
Forms and Records Request http://www.va.gov/vaforms/
General Compensation Provisions
http://www.access.gpo.gov/uscode/title38/partii_chapter11_subchaptervi_.html
Geriatrics and Extended Care http://www1.va.gov/geriatricsshg/
Guideline for Chronic Pain and Fatigue MUS-CPG
http://www.oqp.med.va.gov/cpg/cpgn/mus/mus_base.htm Guide to Gulf War
Veteran's€(tm) Health http://www1.va.gov/gulfwar/docs/VHIgulfwar.pdf
Gulf War Subject Index
http://www1.va.gov/GulfWar/page.cfm?pg=7&template=main&letter=A
Gulf War Veteran's€(tm) Illnesses Q&As
http://www1.va.gov/gulfwar/docs/GWIllnessesQandAsIB1041.pdf
Hearings http://www.warms.vba.va.gov/admin21/m21_1/mr/part1/ch04.doc
Homeless Veterans http://www1.va.gov/homeless/
HSR&D Home http://www.hsrd.research.va.gov/
Index to Disability Examination Worksheets C&P exams
http://www.vba.va.gov/bln/21/benefits/exams/index.htm
Ionizing Radiation http://www1.va.gov/irad/
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Iraqi Freedom/Enduring Freedom Veterans VBA http://www.vba.va.gov/EFIF/
M10 for spouses and children
http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1007
M10 Part III Change 1
http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1008
M21-1 Table of Contents http://www.warmsvba.va.gov/M21_1.html
Mental Disorders, Schedule of Ratings
http://www.warms.vba.va.gov/regs/38CFR/BOOKC/PART4/S4_130DOC
Mental Health Program Guidelines
http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1094
Mental Illness Research, Education and Clinical Centers http://www.mirecc.med.va.gov/
MS (Multiple Sclerosis) Centers of Excellence http://www.va.gov/ms/about.asp
My Health e Vet http://www.myhealth.va.gov/
NASDVA.COM â€" National Association of State Directors http://www.nasdva.com/
National Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention
http://www.nchpdp.med.va.gov/postdeploymentlinks.asp
Neurological Conditions and Convulsive Disorders, Schedule of Ratings
http://www.warms.vba.va.gov/regs/38cfr/bookc/part4/s4%5F124a.doc
OMI (Office of Medical Inspector) http://www.omi.cio.med.va.gov/
Online VA Form 10-10EZ tps://www.1010ez.med.va.gov/sec/vha/1010ez/" target=_blank>
http://www1.va.gov/resdev/funding/solicitations/docs/parkinsons.pdf and,
http://www1.va.gov/padrecc/
Peacetime Disability Compensation
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=browse_usc&docid=Cite:+38USC1131
Pension for Non-Service-Connected Disability or Death
http://www.access.gpo.gov/uscode/title38/partii_chapter15_subchapteri_.html
and, http://www.access.gpo.gov/uscode/title38/partii_chapter15_subchapterii_.html
and, http://www.accessgpo.gov/uscode/title38/partii_chapter15_subchapteriii_.html
Persian Gulf Registry
http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1003
This program is now referred to as Gulf War Registry Program (to include
Operation Iraqi Freedom) as of March 7, 2005:
http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1232
Persian Gulf Registry Referral Centers
http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1006
Persian Gulf Veterans' Illnesses Research 1999, Annual Report To Congress
http://www1.va.gov/resdev/1999_Gulf_War_Veterans'_Illnesses_Appendices.doc
Persian Gulf Veterans' Illnesses Research 2002, Annual Report To Congress
http://www1.va.gov/resdev/prt/gulf_war_2002/GulfWarRpt02.pdf
Phase I PGR http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1004
Phase II PGR http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=1005
Policy Manual Index http://www.va.gov/publ/direc/eds/edsmpshtm
Power of Attorney http://www.warms.vba.va.gov/admin21/m21_1/mr/part1/ch03.doc
Project 112 (Including Project SHAD) http://www1.va.gov/shad/
Prosthetics Eligibility http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/ViewPublication.asp?pub_ID=337
Public Health and Environmental Hazards Home Page
http://www.vethealth.cio.med.va.gov/ Public Health/SARS
http://www.publichealth.va.gov/SARS/
Publications â€" Manuals http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/publications.cfm?Pub=4
Publications and Reports
http://www1.vagov/resdev/prt/pubs_individual.cfm?webpage=gulf_war.htm
Records Center and Vault Homepage http://www.aac.va.gov/vault/default.html
Records Center and Vault Site Map http://www.aac.va.gov/vault/sitemap.html
REQUEST FOR AND CONSENT TO RELEASE OF INFORMATION FROM CLAIMANT'S
RECORDS
http://www.forms.va.gov/va/Internet/VARF/getformharness.asp?formName=3288-form.xft
Research Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans Illnesses April 11, 2002
http://www1.va.gov/rac-gwvi/docs/Minutes_April112002.doc
Research Advisory Committee on Gulf War Veterans Illnesses
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http://www1.va.gov/rac-gwvi/docs/ReportandRecommendations_2004.pdf
Research and Development http://www.appc1.va.gov/resdev/programs/all_programs.cfm
Survivor's and Dependents' Educational Assistance
http://www.access.gpo.gov/uscode/title38/partiii_chapter35_.html

Title 38
Index
Parts 0-17
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?sid=
1b0c269b510d3157fbf8f8801bc9b3dc&c=ecfr&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title38/38cfrv1_02.tpl
Part 18
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?sid=
1b0c269b510d3157fbf8f8801bc9b3dc&c=ecfr&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title38/38cfrv2_02.tpl

Title 38
Part 3 â€" Adjudication
Subpart Aâ€"Pension, Compensation, and Dependency and Indemnity Compensation
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?c=ecfr&sid=
1b0c269b510d3157fbf8f8801bc9b3dc&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title38/38cfr3_main_02.tpl

Title 38
Pensions, Bonuses & Veteransâ€(tm) Relief
(also Â§ 3.317 Compensation for certain disabilities due to undiagnosed illnesses found
here)
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?c=ecfr&sid=
1b0c269b510d3157fbf8f8801bc9b3dc&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title38/38cfr3_main_02.tpl

Title 38
PART 4--SCHEDULE FOR RATING DISABILITIES
Subpart B--DISABILITY RATINGS
target=_blank>
ab7641afd195c84a49a2067dbbcf95c0&rgn=div6&view=text&node=38:1.0.1.1.5.2&idno=38

Title 38
Â§ 4.16 Total disability ratings for compensation based on unemployability of
the
individual. PART 4â€"SCHEDULE FOR RATING DISABILITIES
Subpart Aâ€"General Policy in Rating
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/textidx?c=ecfr&sid=
1b0c269b510d3157fbf8f8801bc9b3dc&rgn=div8&view=text&node=38:1.0.1.1.5.1.96.11&idno=38

U.S. Court of Appeals for Veterans Claims http://www.vetapp.gov/
VA Best Practice Manual for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
http://www.avapl.org/pub/PTSD%20Manual%20final%206.pdf
VA Fact Sheet http://www1.va.gov/opa/fact/gwfs.html
VA Health Care Eligibility http://www.va.gov/healtheligibility/home/hecmain.asp
VA INSTITUTING GLOBAL ASSESSMENT OF FUNCTION (GAF) ww.avapl.org/gaf/gaf.html"
target=_blank>
http://www.insurance.va.gov/inForceGliSite/GLIhandbook/glibookletch3.htm#310
VA Loan Lending Limits and Jumbo Loans http://valoans.com/va_facts_limits.cfm
VA MS Research http://www.va.gov/ms/about.asp
VA National Hepatitis C Program http://www.hepatitis.va.gov/
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VA Office of Research and Development http://www1.va.gov/resdev/
VA Trainee Pocket Card on Gulf War http://wwwva.gov/OAA/pocketcard/gulfwar.asp
VA WMD EMSHG http://www1.va.gov/emshg/
VA WRIISC-DC http://www.va.gov/WRIISC-DC/
VAOIG Hotline Telephone Number and Address http://www.va.gov/oig/hotline/hotline3.htm
Vet Center Eligibility - Readjustment Counseling Service
http://www.va.gov/rcs/Eligibility.htm
Veterans Benefits Administration Main Web Page http://www.vba.va.gov/
Veterans Legal and Benefits Information http://valaw.org/
VHA Forms, Publications, Manuals http://www1.va.gov/vhapublications/
VHA Programs - Clinical Programs & Initiatives
http://www1.va.gov/health_benefits/page.cfm?pg=13
VHA Public Health Strategic Health Care Group Home Page http://www.publichealth.va.gov/
VHI Guide to Gulf War Veteransâ€(tm) Health
http://www1.va.gov/vhi_ind_study/gulfwar/istudy/index.asp
Vocational Rehabilitation http://www.vba.va.gov/bln/vre/
Vocational Rehabilitation Subsistence
http://www.vba.va.gov/bln/vre/InterSubsistencefy04.doc
VONAPP online http://vabenefits.vba.va.gov/vonapp/main.asp
WARMS - 38 CFR Book C http://www.warms.vba.va.gov/bookc.html
Wartime Disability Compensation
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=browse_usc&docid=Cite:+38USC1110
War-Related Illness and Injury Study Center - New Jersey http://www.wri.med.va.gov/
Welcome to the GI Bill Web Site http://www.gibill.va.gov/
What VA Social Workers Do http://www1.va.gov/socialwork/page.cfm?pg=3
WRIISC Patient Eligibility http://www.illegion.org/va1.html
__________________________________________

And perhaps the sage advice always given to American GI's should
be extended to other GI's in other less advanced countries?
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Hof Connection Update #255
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas – Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Re the question last week on "Wärschtlamo".
from Dirke Vallo:
maybe you need to make it clearer: (#254)

Wärschtlamo
one word run together from "warschtla" (wurstlein) which means little sausage plus "mo" (mann) which is man
ergo: little sausage man. also big kudo for humor to Phil for his "herr keintrinkwasser "about as mystic as "not potable" over the sinks in
the kaserne...
Dirke

Re the question last week on "Wärschtlamo". If you think the German dialects are tough, Imagine a German kid, a "Bubala" or a "Mädla" trying to get a
grip on the Ami-Englisch for Opa?
Go here: http://cfprod01.imt.uwm.edu/Dept/FLL/linguistics/dialect/staticmaps/q_71.html Personally, I refused to let my grand-daughter call me the local
term (D). ed.
RoseMarie Queen wrote:
Warschstlamoa actually means, Sausage Man. I am sure you have gotten plenty of responses to that. BUT.........................did anyone actually tell you
that the statue of the Warschtlamoa is modeled after a living person. i do not recall his name, nor do I think I ever knew it, he was always just the
Warschtlamoa.
he used to come to our school when our regular Warstlamoa was out, he used to stand right in the Altstadt, (shopping centrum) and used to sell his
Warschtla for about 50 years and since he was synonymous with Hofer Warschtla the City of Hof used him as a model for the statue and trust me, it looks
just like him.
By the way "keindrinkwasser" means DO NOT DRINK THE WATER, it had nothing to do with our Warschtlamoa. Hey, it is a fountain!!!!!
Rosie

The point about Herr Kein Trinkwasser was asked by a guy who spoke no German apparently and thought that "Kein trinkwaser" was the guy's name....
which is why this particular Ami remains un-named in the story. Ed

Thank You's...
I got my Hof Connection newsletter, and a mighty fine one that was, by the way!
Dennis Burr
_______________________________________
Many thanks to Dallas Churchill and Don Riverkamp for the outstanding reference list of (Veteran's) Web Sites
Ken Stargardt

Not really good news but it comes with better news from Jim Beard
First, yes, please cancel Sue & I plus Bert & Kay Arnold for the Hof Reunion. Sue is unable to travel for at least eight weeks. We were looking
forward to it and are so sorry to cancel.
At first, the Doctors were giving us very little hope for Sue but a wonderful Doctor stepped in and operated on Thursday afternoon. As well as many
other things, he took out a mass eight inches across and weighing just less than 15 pounds that was on her left ovary. The final tests are not in yet but
everything up to now has come back as NO cancer. We won't know the final for several more days. This was done in Barnes Hospital in St Louis. The
mass started bleeding Wednesday and her blood pressure dropped so much we almost lost her then.
She was released from the hospital Monday evening (7/31) but was in no condition to travel so we stayed in St Louis for the night. She insisted on
coming home yesterday and it may have been the best medicine as she is doing a lot better today. The doctor who operated has given us a very positive
prognoses for a full recovery.
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Give our best to everyone at the reunion and hoist a brew for me.
Jim Beard

Looking for a home for all those old (Hof related) photographs?
Having just gone thru this recently with my dad, who had EVERYTHING totally organized, we are sending all of the pictures that he had kept close to him
to a variety of people and places. If you have a mess/rash/box/bundle/pile of pics from your Hofer days that will not mean much to others in your family,
consider having them sent on to Nate and Ute Sparks, who are amassing a GREAT set of Hofer Albums. Use either the Hof Reunion address or Nate's
address from the roster! See the albums in Reno! ed.
________________________________
Ute has a photo album for each annual Reunion. Additional photos, sent by members are put in extra albums by date as much as the information is
provided by the members.We had the request for old pictures already several times in the newsletter and weekly updates. Some members sent pictures
right afterwards, but then it stopped.
By all means, remind people again, Ute wont mind adding a few more pictures.
Nate

Traveling stateside?...
Consider taking a copy of the roster with you. Without knowing where people were I have stopped literally within local miles of old friends and had no
idea until later that they were close by. Roster by state or by zip code (quite interesting for at-home use also) are available on request from the Secretary
for the asking, for members only.

space filler....
If you need to fill in a little space in an update, here is a short
story.

I remember a comment in one of the HRO updates about people wearing Hof
Reunion shirts and people coming out of nowhere saying, "I know that
place".
This happened to me while boarding the plane after Nashville2005 last year.
The little Southwest 737 was booked totally full. The idea was to get me
out of my wheelchair into the first seat, since the wheelchair would not
even make the turn into the aisle yet alone fit any farther. Needless to
say, the process of dumping my trim 212 pound frame into a little plane
seat by Gene Wetzel and other ruffians caused quite a scene.
The pilots were going through their preflight check list with the cockpit
door open, literally an arms length away, well, maybe two or three.
Suddenly, one of them put his clipboard down and stepped over and said,
"Security Service, Chicksands, 1968 to 1971, welcome to my airplane". He
had noticed the small SS patch that I had glued to my shirt pocket. So,
one never knows where the old spooks may be lurking.
For those of you who never had access behind the famous HOF " green door,
home of the hanging grease gun wall decor Chicksands (ENGLAND) was our
primary circuit. All of the tidbits of information that you guys reported
got immediately relayed to Chicksands and then re-encrypted and passed on
to the No Such Agency and other points west.
So, I say, "Get and wear a SS patch", it's time to come out of the
closet.
Have fun in HOF, I am envious
Joe the Cryptodude ...

Joe has found a source of standard and small SS patches for those interested, write him atjoedernoga@juno.com.
If you have a sweat shirt, t-shirt or a hat story (or a war story) forward it for the group! ed

Off base...
I saw some stuff in here that looks like maybe the USN is finally catching up to the GLR-1 system... but as far as the Navy having more fun? I doubt it!
http://oldbluejacket.com/SeaPower.htm

new example of "pfishing"?
I am not sure if this is an example of "pfishing" or someone's anti-spam controls. In either case I have no intention of responding to the following (edited
query). and I never complete or respond to any queries from an ISP or anti-spam service. That is your business, not mine. But: If you are an earthlink
user and are missing updates, let me know, please? ed
Thank you for contacting EarthLink,
We received your email on 8/3/06, however in order to better serve you
EarthLink only accepts replies to outbound email messages or new messages
created by completing our online email form. To ensure that your inquiry
is handled by an EarthLink representative we ask that you resubmit your
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request using our online email form which you can access using the
"support by email" link on your personal start page, or, by inserting the
following URL in your web browser: //link deleted//

___________________________________

and along the same line:
Needless to say, Hof Reunion does NOT have a Flag Star account but that doesn't stop the clowns and ganefs from trying:
Dear Flag Star Bank Customer
Customer,
We recently reviewed your account, and suspect that
your Flag Star Internet Banking account may have been accessed by an
unauthorized third party.
Protecting the security of your account and of the Flag Star network is our primary concern. Therefore, as a preventative measure, we
have temporarily limited access to sensitive account features.
To restore your account access, please take the following steps to ensure that your account has not been compromised:
1. Login to your Flag Star Internet Banking account. In case you are not enrolled for Internet Banking, you will have to fill in all the
required information, including your name and you account number.
2. Review your recent account history for any unauthorized withdrawals or deposits, and check you account profile to make sure not
changes have been made. If any unauthorized activity has taken place on your account, report this to Flag Star Bank staff immediately.

If you have never seen this type of "pfishing", rest assured that NO bank, yours or anybody else's works this way. Your own bank actually knows your
name and probably your phone number and would call you with any problems. Do not respond to emails like this!
___________________________________________________________________

How to find the Quality Hof!
Drive past the Kaserne towards town on Kulmbacher to Ernst Reuter Strasse (the little Autobahn), turn left, past Köditzer on the left and the Quality Hof
will appear, also on the left! If I remember correctly, you have to pass the hotel and do a U-turn at the light?
Use the Satellite links from last week to find it....

________________________________________________

Who's counting?
Don Riverkamp for one! But... in the middle of this rather warm summer (78 degrees here at noon today, so niiiiiiiice) Harrod's of London reminds you
that there are only 139 shopping days till Christmas. More importantly, it's 40 and a wake up until Hof2006!
------------------------------------------------------------------------

And then there is Reno2007............
RENO 2007: The location of the 2007 HOF Reunion Association Annual Reunion will be the Eldorado Hotel Casino, September 2-7, 2007. Further details
on this reunion will come in the Hof Connection Weekly Updates after the 2006 HRA reunion in Hof, and in the 2007 January Newsletter. Start saving
those pennies, and let's make the 2007 reunion the largest turnout of members/family/guests ever. See you in RENO !
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The following applies to Wachovia Bank... Others may have flat rate charges.
Your mileage may vary!
Can I use my Check Card (ATM or MAC) in foreign countries?
"You can use your Check Card to make purchases at millions of locations all over the world. You can also
withdraw money at more than 1 million ATMs in 162 countries. Money will be dispensed in local
currency. An International Service Assessment (ISA) fee of 1% will be applied to each international
transaction. To learn more about currency conversion or to use Visa's exchange rate calculator, please
visit Visa's currency exchange Web site."
..

the exchange rate applied is generally better than what you will find on the street or in local banks due to the buying power of the major credit card
companies ed
Thanks to Marianne Lengel for the above info.

Some good news...
Just got off the phone with R.G. & Joan Glover. Ralph is doing very well with his recovery. He is still on oxygen but hopes to shed the tank before
travel. He attends therapy two days a week and his medication is doing the job. RG's Doctor gave him clearance to purchase Tickets for their flight to
Germany. They will arrive in Frankfurt October 14th, rent a car and travel to Hof. They are looking forward to seeing all of you at the Quality. Cheers,
Chuck Wilson

For those of you not aware...
The fiscal year and the calendar year now run together... FY7 starts with Calendar 2007.
Thanks to Ken Kelley for the reminder!

Personnel Update
JULY, HOF CONNECTION NEWSLETTER : If you did not receive a hardcopy of the July 06, Hof Connection Newsletter, please notify
Jerry Mangas < hofreunion@djazzd.com .

OLD ORDERS WANTED : Membership Chairman, CA Russell, would love to have a copy of ALL old orders from Hof and Döbraberg. You can scan and
send copies of old orders via email to < russca@bellsouth.net > or photo-copy and snail mail them to: C.A.Russell, 1206 Achord Rd, Dublin, GA.
31021-0715
BERLIN TOUR: The following named are scheduled to participate in the September 19 th Berlin Tour. Please bring any errors to the
attention of HofReunion@aol.com.

David & Lori Byer, J C Campbell & Mary Roth, Bennie Sue Coker, Mark & Peggy Clemons, George & Irmgard Coursey, Eddie Crump & Dorothy Little, Carl
& Barbara Davino, Anita Deleranko, Jackie & Joyce Denham, Edward & Nancy Desch; Christ Devine, Diana R. McFarland & Inge Woelfel; Pasquale & Kathy
Di Cintio, John & Robyn Dorsch, Archie Emery, Mario & Renate Forgione, Francis & JoAnn Fukumoto, Randel & Penny Gash, Ralph & Joan Glover, Mel &
Arlyne Goodweather, Smiley & Elaine Hansberger,Norman & Ursula Hines, Robert & Hanna Hoerath, Richard & Ricky Holden, Ken & Lily Holley, Gina
Inmann & Joerg Spielmann, Wayne & Judy Jones; Arnold, Emma, Kristie & Kathy Joyce; Joe & Dolores Kessler, Karl & Melanie Kaiser, Tom & Donna
Knight, John & Diana Krug, Marianne Lengel, Jerry & Erika Librizzo, Ursula Lusczak, Rudy & Emmi Manseicher, Jerry & Pat Mangas, Jim McGovern, Phyllis
McKeag Phipps & Jolene McKeag, Ron & Sheila Meier ; Jerry & Hilde Middendorf, Liesbeth Siegfried & Kathrine Urban ; Russel Moyer, Steve & Donna
Murphrey, Phil & Jo Murray, Wade & Phyllis Nottingham, Jay & Linda Ogles, Pete & Margit Payne, Lance & Sarah Peterson, Jim Pierce & Faye Fletcher,
Bernnie Pieper, Les Runkle, C,A, Russell, Danny & Brigitta Sandifer, Pat Schiermeister & Susan Morse, Mike & Connie Shanahan, Walt & Ginny Shifflett,
Robert & Lois Shinko, Ute & Nate Sparks, Don & Diane Spirk, Jay Steger, Ray & Mary Szyperski ; M.C. & Priscilla Thompson and Margarett Kaiser ; Joey
Trujillo, Gene Wetzel, Chuck & Monika Wilson, Carl & Anita Wyatt, Dave Wymard.
OLD PHOTO’S NEEDED :
Do you have some old pictures from your tour at Hof? The German Air Force would like to display them during our visit to the Hof
Kaserne. Please email your old photos to < anjahilpmann@bundeswehr.org > as soon as possible. We urge all members with a
scanner to support this project. Please send an Info Copy to < Sparks9513@aol.com >.
CHANGE OF EMAIL ADDRESS & CORRECTIONS:
Dick & Mary Metz

= rrnmametz9@msn.com

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:
Jim & Gertrude Berry
Sam & Pat Brown
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FY9 gjberry@wctc.net
FY8 brown_Samuel@msn.com

Smokey-Rosemarie Burgess

FY7 mburgess2@satx.rr.com

Bill & Marcia Combs

FY7 Alouysiuslouis@hotmail.com

Maurice & Karen Dunigan

FY7 gkdunigan@earthlink.net

Helga Durham (Bull-D)

WE7 bdurham2@tambay.rr.com

Gene & Pat Frank

FY8 genepat@sigecom.net

Melvin & Ilse Hamill

FY7 melvinhamill@msn.com

Colin Hart

FY8 cholau@msn.com

George Jackson

FY7

304-636-5170
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Jay & Sherri Kallas
Mary Kellem (Al-D)
Frank Masters

FY6

JSMK91@bellsouth.net

WE7 1224 Jefferson St So, Wadena, MN 56482-1856
FY7

Charles & Renate Mattice

robot@dfsi.net

FY6 ckmatti@msn.com

Miles & Janice Nelson

FY7 milesnelson@sbcglobal.net

Gerald & Carolyn O’Dell

FY6 jerryodell@verizon.net

Jim-Eloise Jasken Pomplun

FY7 jpomplun@cpinternet.com

George & Ursula Sadler

FY8 PO Box 42, Marysville, CA 95901-0042

Jerry & Carol Santens

FY7 jsantens@cox.net

Ramon & Frieda Schuety

FY7 PO Box 4934, Helena, MT 59604-4934

Gerald & Ruth Smeal

FY8 jrsmeal@msn.com

Robert & Hermine Thrush

FY7 robert-thrush2000@yahoo.com

Roy & Claudia Tiller

FY7 tiller252@juno.com

Russel; & Lynda Tuller
John & Judy Weckerly
Helen Wicker

FY7 62 Buttles Rd, Granby, CT 06035-2811
FY7 jhweck@verizon.net
FY7 hrwicker@yahoo.com

Frank & Shirley Wright

FY8 Shadow925@aol.com

Chet & Cookie Zaremba

FY7 CZ3826@aol.com

NEW MEMBERS:
Steve Fredrickson

FY6

Rochester, MN

507-285-9514

Dianne Hepler (Jim-D)

WE7 Virginia Beach, VA 757-705-0526

DONATIONS:
Smokey & Rosemarie Burgess $15
Maurice & Karen Dunigan

$5

Colin Hart

$10

Mary Kellem

$15

Helen Wicker

$15

NEW FINDS:

Search for the missing will resume after the 2006 Hof/Saale Reunion.

FINAL FLYBY LIST; If you are aware of a deceased Hof Colleague whose name should appear on the Final Flyby, please notify
HofReunion@aol.com.

LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN: If you are aware of a name that should appear on the “Ladies Serving in Heaven List” please write
HofReunion@aol.com
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Hof Connection Update #256
www.hofreunion.com
08/16/2006
or 16/08/2006

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

____________________________________________________________________________________
Are you drinking Bud or are you drinking Bud? For the background on the struggle
as to who owns what... check the info and then the link below The Czech names
will be familiar to many:
Anheuser-Busch was founded by German immigrants, the American brewers say. Adolphus
Busch (a German-born American beer brewer) adopted the name Budweiser in 1876. He is
said to had thought it was a great idea to give the beer distinct and evocative name
--Budweiser - that reminded him of his old country which already was well-known for its high
quality beer products, and was also to be brewed in the same style the Czech/German
lager-style beers were.5.
The (then Czechoslovak) company named Budejovicky Budvar was
founded in the town of Ceske Budejovice in 1895. The beer, however
has been brewed in Budejovice ever since the 14th century. The
disputed "Budeweiser" name is an adjective originating from the
German name of the Czech town Ceske Budejovice µ Budweis- where
the beer was born in the Middle Ages and thus describing the origin
of the brew. Budweiser means the beer of the Budweis region, same
as Champaign in France describes the wine of the Champaign
wineries. Logically then, the Czechs claim to have the right to the
name from long before the Americans even started the beer
brewing.6

Both American beer producer Anheuser Busch and Czech beer brewer Budejovicky Budvar
have been producing beer beverages labeled Budweiser® and Bud® and thus been caught in
a legal battle over the trademark ownership. Attempting to access new markets, a number of
law suites have been filed in different countries. Some settlements have been made leading to
the division of market.

1/14/2007 8:44 PM
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http://www.american.edu/ted/budweis.htm

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Have a peek at some current Oberbayern Restaurant prices....
These are from a combo Pension/Butcher shop, the Gasthof zur Traube near Berg... Things
have changed just a bit, price wise! Five bucks for Schinkenbrot! Say it isn't so!!! Beechwood
smoked or not! (VAT and 15%Tip are included in the prices shown)
http://www.zur-traube-berg.de/speisen-und-getraenkekarte.html shows the full menu...
Drinks seems cheap in comparison!

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

You Guys are not doing your share!
Looking at a table of the world's leading per capita beer drinkers, it is quite apparent that we
have some people out there not doing their share!
World Beer Consumption
1. Czech Republic 160L

1/14/2007 8:44 PM
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2. Ireland 153L
3. Germany 128 L
and in last place, 12th on the list
The United States at 84L!!!
When it comes to mineral water, Germany is 5 th and the US doesn't even get listed!

Air travel...
If, like me, you tend to travel with cameras or video cams... and hate the idea of

putting your expensive gear in checked baggage, you might want to review the
latest TSA rules here:
http://www.tsa.gov/travelers/airtravel/assistant/editorial_1248.shtm
The rules can change over time so a review shortly before your departure date
would be wise...

Photographic Equipment & Film
Transporting Film and Photographic Equipment

Photographic Equipment
You may carry one (1) bag of photographic equipment
in addition to one (1) carry-on and one (1) personal
item through the screening checkpoint. The additional
bag must conform to your air carrier's carry-on
restrictions for size and weight. Please confirm your air
carrier's restrictions prior to arriving at the airport.
Air carriers may or may not allow the additional carry-on item on their aircraft.
Please check with your air carrier prior to arriving at the airport.
Our screening equipment will not affect digital cameras and electronic image
storage cards.

Film
The equipment used to screen checked baggage will damage undeveloped film. Pack your
undeveloped film in your carry-on bag. High speed and specialty film should be hand
inspected at the security checkpoint. To facilitate hand-inspection, remove your undeveloped
film from the canister and pack in a clear plastic bag.
Learn more about transporting film.

And this page re traveling with medical conditions:
http://www.tsa.gov/travelers/airtravel/specialneeds/editorial_1059.shtm

1/14/2007 8:44 PM
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Again, review just before departure is advisable!

Advice from your banker...
I was just reading the Hof Newsletter and wanted to share some info.

I work for a bank and our Fraud Department will shut down a debit card used in a foreign
country if it has not been notified that you will be using it there. We have a lot of
unauthorized transactions coming out of foreign countries and banks don't want to be
responsible for big scams. I recommend you check with your bank if you intend to use your
card in Germany - just to be sure.

(Applies to both ATM type and Credit Cards!)ed.
Brenda Emery

Can anybody help...
In an update I saw where Joe Megrant had died. Wow, I was a good friend of Joe while he
was here. I always wondered how Joe was doing and where he ended up in the States.
Do you know anybody that knew him well and could give me the story of his life after leaving
the USAF?
Bill Wiemann bill.wiemann@t-online.de

For those of you NOT counting down the days till Hof2006...
http://home.valornet.com/sabruf2/countchr.html

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

GET WELL - DON FIELDS:
Don Fields just got out of the hospital on Friday, August 11 after spending twelve days of tests
and recouping from his breathing problem. Don is now back home with Toot and recovering.
Please keep him and Toot in your prayers. Anyone wishing to call Don or Toot, may call them
at (601) 928-4194 or send him a card at his home address on the HRA roster. Thanks, and
we hope to see Don and Toot in Reno in 2007.

Don Riverkamp

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Anybody know anything about these guys?
Latest copy of the roster was received yesterday or the day before. Another outstanding job.
I must be bad luck....four of the guys I hung around with at Hof are still missing !! Charlie
Arthur, Freddie Adams, Bruce Hansen, and John Springer.....

1/14/2007 8:44 PM
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Chet Zaremba

Back so soon?
From: jns@callatg.com
Jim Slothower
Sorry I can't make it to the reunion this year. I recently returned from
living for a year in Ukraine and my wife says I need to stay home for awhile.
Best of luck to all, particularly those language guys who served in Baker
Flight from 1963 - 67. If anyone remembers old "Smokey", I'd love to hear
from you.
Slothower & Petersen, P.C.
Attorneys at Law
205 NW Franklin Ave.
Bend, OR 97701
(541) 389-7001

Two Travel Questions....
Have come up lately... One concerns cell phones and the other concerned “voltage
adapters”...
The first question about using US cell phones or “handy's” as the Germans call them in
Europe: Check with your phone service supplier to see if perhaps your cell does work on the
European systems. Some will, but not many. If you do need to stay in touch or reach out and
touch someone, rentals are available.
And as for voltage... All Europeans (still) use 220 volt 50 cycle systems with a security plug for
the wall that has 2 round pins, totally different from the Ami system of two blades and a
rounded ground pin. You can buy inexpensive adapters at most US department stores or AAA.
Many many laptop and other solid state battery chargers will work fine on 110 OR 220V. Just
use the proper plug adapter, but read the label on the box first! Make sure you can plug it
in to a 220V line without something going up in smoke or making a big bang.
__________________________________________________________________________________
THANK YOU :

If you have renewed your FY6 membership or have already renewed for FY7, we thank you
and appreciate your continued support for the Hof Association. The $15 annual support
payment is the money that pays the bills and provides the annual $1500.00 contribution to the
Air Force Enlisted Foundation. If you are unsure of your membership status or did not
receive your hard copy of the Master Hof Roster, please contact Association Secretary Jerry
Mangas < hofreunion@dejazzd.com >.

WEBSITE GUEST BOOK: Due to an excessive amount of SPAM, The Association Website
Guest Book will be shut down for a minimum of two weeks, effective September 2, 2006.
Webmaster Barry Springsteen, in cooperation with the Yahoo Domain, will be attempting to
provide an improved Guest Book service. Your patience and understanding during the upgrade
will be greatly appreciated.

1/14/2007 8:44 PM
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REUNION CANCELLATION REFUND RULES : After August 15, a 50% forfeiture fee will be
assessed to all cancellations not accompanied by emergency/medical documentation.
TOUR REFUND RULE : After August 15, tickets are 80% refundable for certified &
documented emergencies only . Due to Association cost and contract commitments, a
100% forfeiture will apply unless the tour ticket(s) can be resold to another reunion
participant.

DRESDEN TOUR : The following named are scheduled to participate in the
September 19th Dresden Tour. Please bring any errors to the attention of
HofReunion@aol.com.

Mike & Ursula Assenmacher, Eric Bergstrom, Gisela Blankenship & Anna Flamos, Hilde Calisti,
Ken & Marianne Cash, Jerry & Ellen Decker, Aly & Rosi Dietz, George & Christa Fahrbach and
Robert Butler; Marty & Alice Habecker and Debby Grierson & Susan Kren; Mel & Ilse Hamill,
Carmen Hardman, John Inman, David & Jeannette Johnson, Greg & Sandy Krcma, Dick &
Doris Kreuzer and Heidi Kreuzer; Paul & Erika Laven, Bob & Sue Morrisson, Walt & Shirley
Murch, Claude & Susanne Neibuhr, Joe Olenik, Heidi Pouch, Jim & Traudl Riggin, Tanja Riggin,
Erich Duenne; Harold & Helga Robinson, Walt & Jay Silveria, John & Eva Maria Slutz, Jerry &
Ruth Smeal, Dean & Shirley Thompson, Walter & Margot Tribble, Bill & Edith Ward, Marianne
Way & Elfriede Baumgartel,

CHANGE OF EMAIL ADDRESS & CORRECTIONS:

Carolyn Badyna , 2075 Thornhill Drive, Orange Park, FL 32003-0369
Lonnie Henderson

= chiefus@wildblue.net

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:
Ted & Marlene Bey

FY7

Charles & Eleanor Higginbotham FY7
Ernie & Charlene Morin
Bill & Herta Noe
Charles & Judy Oakman

FY7
FY7
FY7

Robert & Janet Samberg

FY7

Mildred Stevenson

WE7

Eston & Kathryn Sutton

FY7

tedbey@hotmail.com
cwbillhig@yahoo.com
Echemm@aol.com
noehome@bellsouth.net
coakman@verizon.net
sidskid.1@netzero.net
815-223-3007
xavier36@satx.rr.com

Kenny & Annette Wertz

FY7

kennywertz@yahoo.com

Sam & Ursula Wilson

FY8

SamuWilson@aol.com

Ursula Wilson

WE7 Ushy@cfl.rr.com

NEW MEMBERS: We have a few recent finds out there that need to stop prograstinating
and return the Association Membership Form that was mailed to them by Membership

1/14/2007 8:44 PM
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Chairman CA Russell. If you personally know some of the recent new finds, send them an
email or give them a telephone call and encourage them to come aboard.

NEW FINDS:
Steve Vroman

Riverside, CA

951-784-4435

Eric Culver

Worcester, MA rickypix@hotmail.com (Son of Art Culver=GDE)

Search for the missing will resume after the 2006 Hof/Saale Reunion.

FINAL FLYBY LIST; Wilbur Clemens ( died Berlin, PA 1988 )

LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:

Carole Olenik – 2005 (Joe’s Wife)
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Hof Reunion Association
www.hofreunion.com
#257

Jerry Mangas- Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
______________________________________________

During the up-coming Hof Reunion and for the week before and after, the various Hof Reunion offices will be closed.
Hofreunion@dejazzd.com and Hofreunion@aol.com will not be able to respond to emails or phone calls. Emails are
possible on a very limited basis when/if the officers have internet connections and/or time.

The last Connection Update will be sent out before 9/4 and updates will resume after 9/27, full of the news of Hof and
the Reunion and it's people.

New City Logo....

If you are new to the Reunion or perhaps to the connection updates, this is the logo now used by the City of Hof/Saale...
The old Stadtshield is still present but most links and items that you see that are Hof related will look like the logo above.
In 2002 the Oberburgermeister presented all the attendees with coffee cups with that logo on one side and “Ganz Oben
in Bayern” on the other.

Looking below you can see that Hof is just about as at the top of Bavaria as you can get!
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Kein Trinkwasser………

“Not Potable”
Brings to mind a story told me by a longtime friend. When he got out of the Army (82 nd … all those guys are nuts!) he
went to work for Doug las Aircraft at Edwards AFB, hanging parts on Skyhawks. At lunchtime he usually sat in the
shade of the plant building, right alongside an equipment and vehicle yard. An elderly gentleman from the deep
south would often sit with him and they would chat. This fellow had been a janitor at the plant for many years and
was approaching retirement.
One day while they were sitting there, the janitor (whose name I will omit) looked around carefully to see if anyone
might be within earshot, then said to my friend, “ Bob , I need to ask you something. I’m afraid to ask anyone else,
‘cause they might think I’m stupid, but it’s been bothering me for a long time, and I need to ask you.” Bob told him
to go ahead, and that he wouldn’t say anything to any of the other guys.

“You see that big water wagon on the other side of the yard?” pointing to a large, 500 gallon tank/trailer used for
dust control. Bob replies, “Yeah, what about it?” The janitor says, “Well, it has a sign on it that says ‘Not Potable’.
If it’s not potable, how come it’s got wheels on it?”
Bob , as good a guy as there is, quietly explained the difference to him.
Dean Reed

Who said Beer....?
The commentary on Which Bud's For You brought forth a sort of confession from CA Russel re the party habits of his friends (He is
above all that, of course).
This summer, Len and Karin Montie were on their way to FL for a couple weeks vacation, and as they did last year,
stopped by my place to visit. Len brought the bier, I smoked some ribs.
Here is a obviously poor picture of the label of the Burger Brau, from Ceske Budejovice CR... great stuff!!
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Since 1795, the original Lager Beer.. Budejovicke Pivo. BTW, the old "Blick" serves "Bohemia" bier from the same area
Jerry, if you are going to use it in the update, add a note that John Dorsch was kind enough to also bring a case of
Czech/Bosnian bier too.
I don't want him to feel slighted.... thanks .
c.a.russell

The Mess Hall Staff ... 1965-1968
We were forwarded a picture of the 65-68 Mess Hall staff by Renaldo Grenado rgra98@aol.com who's father, Reyes Granado, is
seated on the far left. He asked for any further ID's of the people in the picture and would appreciate any memories you might have
of those times. A much larger format pic is available on request.

With the help of several people we have some names... From CA Russell:
We have ID'd, with the assistance of Will Fleishhauer, some of the guys in the picture..If any more pics of Food Service
are sent in, he would like to have copies of them.
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Last names only on some of them,

Reyes Granada (Deceased)
? Chick
Will Fleishhauer (TX)
? Baird
? Bennett
Robert Hartranft (SC)
Vic McClintock (in Germany)
? Banks
Seated-- Raymond Ballew (believed to be deceased)
On the floor- Phil Moyer (NY)

Any help in adding names would be appreciated as always!

Finding the lost....
Chet Zaremba asked for help in locating old lost friends from the mid 60's.
From Phil Ruth:
Re Chet Zaremba aghast that his close pals, Charlie Arthur , Freddie Adams , Bruce Hansen , and John Springer
to call him to renew their relationship, as well as try to convince Bruce to join us.
I will make calls to try to locate the other three guys.
Info on Bruce passed on to Chuck for the Roster:

John Adams...

has scanned some of his Hof/Saale slides from the 66-68 era and I will be posting them her
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Hohensaas by moonlight

MASTER HOF ROSTER (MHR): If you are an Association member in good standing and would like an E-Copy of the
MHR, please contact HofReunion@aol.com If you don’t have the MS Excel Program on your computer, a FREE MS Excel
Viewer is available for download from the Internet. The FREE Excel Viewer will allow you to open and read the Master
Hof Roster. Reading the MHR on your computer is much easier than reading the hardcopy.

HOF KASERNE, DOEBRABERG & MOEDLAREUTH TOUR :
The following named are scheduled to participate in the September 20 th Kaserne-Doebra Tour. Please
bring any errors to the attention of HofReunion@aol.com.

Eric Bergstrom, Scott & Lori Byer, Hilde Calisti, Jay Campbell & Mary Roth, Ken & Marianne Cash, Jack & Sue Coker,
Bruce Cook, Carl & Barbara Davino, Jack & Joyce Denham, Ed & Nancy Desch, Christa Devine, Ali & Rosi Dietz, Pat &
Kathy DiCincio, John & Robyn Dorsch, Erich Duenne, Archie Emery; Francis & JoAnn Fukumoto, Malcolm Gaissert ; Randy
& Penny Gash, Paul Genung, Ralph & Joan Glover, Deborah Grierson, Marty & Alice Habecker, Helga Haese, Melvin &
Ilse Hamill, William (Smiley) & Elaine Hansberger, Carmen Hardman, Stan & Pat Heath, Jim Helfer & Delia Rose, Dan &
Rick Holden, Robert & Hanna Hoerath, John Inman, Gina Hutchins, Joerg Spielmann, David & Jeannette Johnson , Wayne
& Judy Jones; Arnold, Emma, Kristie, & Kathie Joyce; Joe & Dolores Kessler, Kenneth & Gay Kielbania, Tom & Donna
Knight, Greg & Sandy Krcma, Susan Kren; Dick, Doris, & Heidi Kreuzer; Marianne Lengel, Jerry & Pat Mangas, Diana
McFarland, Jim McGovern, Ron & Sheila Meier, Phyllis McKeag, Jolene McKeag; Jerry & Hilde Middendorf, Tom & Inge
Mikloiche, Bob & Sue Morrisson, Russel Moyer, Walter & Shirley Murch, Steve & Donna Murphrey, Phil & Jo Murray,
Claude & Susanne Niebuhr; Wade & Phyllis Nottingham, Jay & Linda Ogles; Joe Olenik, E. (Pete) & Margit Payne, Lance
& Kay Peterson, Roger & Mary Polk, Gary & RoseMarie Queen; Jim & Traudl Riggin, Tanja Riggin, Don Riverkamp, Leslie
Runkle, C. A Russell, Danny & Brigitte Sandifer, Dan & Carol Scanny, , Paul & Susan Schefft, Aubrey Schefft; Mike &
Connie Shanahan, Walt & Ginny Shifflett, Robert & Lois Shinko, Walter & Jay Silveria, Jack Sinagra & Jean.Jackson; John
& Eva-Maria Slutz, Gerald & Ruth Smeal, Nathan & Ute Sparks, Don & Diane Spirk, Irmgard & Gerd Sprissler, Jay
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Steger, Stu & Marcey Sturdevant, Ray & Mary Szyperski, Francis MC & Priscilla Thompson and Margarett Kaiser; Walt &
Margot Tribble, Joey Trujillo, Bill & Edith Ward; John & Judy Weckerly, Gene Wetzel, Chuck & Monika Wilson; Marty ,Judy
& Becky Wright; Dave Wymard

WEBSITE GUEST BOOK : Due to an excessive amount of SPAM, The Association Website Guest Book will be shut
down for a minimum of two weeks, effective September 2, 2006. Webmaster Barry Springsteen, in cooperation with the
Yahoo Domain, will be attempting to provide an improved Guest Book service. Your patience and understanding during
the upgrade will be greatly appreciated.

CHANGE OF EMAIL ADDRESS & CORRECTIONS:
Steve Fredrickson, 4115 32 nd Street, SE, Rochester, MN 55904-6192 Tel 507-285-9514

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:
Charles & Anna Barber

FY7

Charles Cromer

860-823-1987

FY7 ctimoc@hotmail.com

Paul & Donna Fullmer
Milton & Virginia Gibbs
Carl & Betty Larson

FY7 paulfullmer3@aol.com
FY7 cherrye74@yahoo.com
FY7 3502 Greenridge Dr., San Angelo, TX 76904-6432

Kenneth Meadows

FY8 kmead4@valornet.com

John Neiser

FY7

jneiser@who.rr.com
13177 56th Pl N, W. Palm Beach, FL 33411-8357

Robert & Bonnie Norman

FY7

David & Irene Sallinger

FY7 dsallinger1@nc.rr.com

Ron & Marilyn Suriano

FY6 ronmarilyn@adelphia.net

Mark & Linda Taber

FY7 marktaber@fuse.net

Mary Ann Warnke

WE7 MaryAnnWarnke@aol.com

John & Marianne Webb

FY6 jrwebb1010@cs.com

Lorrayne Zobrak

WE7 lorraynez@yahoo.com

NEW MEMBERS:
William & Ruth Mock

FY6

724-2544624

DONATIONS :
Elaine Zobrak

$10

NEW FINDS:
Bruce Hansen

Madison, WI

608-527-8129 (Membership Information mailed after Hof Reunion.)

Search for the missing will resume after the 2006 Hof/Saale Reunion.
If members at large search and locate former missing colleagues, please hold the new find information until October1st.
The Majority of Association Officers will be back in the States at that time. We appreciate the assistance in locating
missing colleagues.

FINAL FLYBY LIST; Arthur Venzian (1946 -1985)

If you know of a deceased Hof Colleague whose name should be placed on the Final Flyby List, please
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notify russca@bellsouth.net or HofReunion@aol.com.
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Hof Connection Update #258
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

________________________________________________________________
For All Reunion Attendees:
AT the Business meeting, one of the first orders of business to be discussed are the upcoming replacements for two opening
Board Positions.
We will be voting on nominations for 2nd Vice President and Adjutant this year. Nominations from the floor are always accepted.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

In an effort...
to cut down the download size of the weekly update, I have uploaded as a test several Reunion pictures to a site called
imageshack.us and the links to those pics will show up below along with the text that goes with. If these links work for
everybody with no problems on ANY kind, I will use it more often in the future, with a small teaser or thumbenail pic on the
newsletter and a clickable link to take you to the larger pic on the host website. I would like to hear immediately of any problems
you experience with these links. This could significantly increase download speed for those on dial-up, letting them view the full
size pics at their later convenience and at no cost to the Reunion group.

First pic is Altstadt in the 60's, from the Kaufhof Area..Now a
Fussgängerzone, but look out for the buses!
http://img291.imageshack.us/img291/3204/altstadt60sby9.jpg
Moedlereuth and seeing the fence from both sides now...
http://img291.imageshack.us/img291/5423/moedlereuthnz1.jpg

Those visiting Hof/Saale this year will have a chance to see the remaining in-place sections of the old Iron
Curtain at the Museum in Mödlereuth
Again, please let me know of any problems downloading these .jpg files. ed

From CA Russell

12/21/2006 11:39 AM
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The average temp in Hof in September is 12.5C/54.5F and in October it is 8.3C/46.9F. August is 15.7C/60.3F So... depending
on the length and timing of your stay, you might just be prepared for anything. In 2002 there was snow just before our Reunion!

The best weather indicators for fall that I remember was the ground fog at night that would slow you down to travel in just first
or second gear. But! You could count on the next day being beutiful! ed

And from Peter Payne...
A clipping from the Frankenpost bragging on the current Biergartenwetter in Hof... In the 80's this past weekend with a chance
of showers or thunderstorms! Just like PA.

Please remember...
That the various Hof Reunion offices will be closed for most of September due to the Board members beining in
Hof/Saale. No update will be produced for that duration and no calls will be returned.
Thank You.
The Board of Directors

Schmeckt Gut!
For those of you who may not have known it, the brew master from the Kulmbacher Reichelbrau brewery left Kulmbach and took
over as the Brew Master for Burger Brau Hof. The last time I was in Hof (’95) they couldn’t keep enough of it on the shelves in
the local stores. I hope he is still there and the beer is still flowing freely. BTW - It tasted much the same as the venerated
Reichelbrau quaff of our youth!!
Ken Kelley

>From the Dental Corps side of things....
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I was the dentist for the Hof Air Station. I served under Colonel Anderson and later Colonel MacAuliffe from July 1965-May
1968. Dr. James D Weaver was my second- in- command dentist. Capt Frank Wellingham was OIC of the Air Police. My
laboratory tech. was Joe Cline and my dental assistants were Paul Thurm and Sgt. Anderson. Tech. Sgt James Mueller was our
dental hygenist and also the bar tentder at the officers club. I have several pictures of Hof, Dobraberg and of a Christmas
caroling concert many oif us participated in on a horsedrawn wagon through town. I will scan transmit these to you for
distribution to our members. Also do I need to renew my membership if so, how much.
Thanks
Dr. Dan Frederickson

Dues are due at the first of the calendar year. To find out your current status and paid thru date, email hofreunion@dejazzd.com.
Dues costs remain the same, $15.00 per year. If that presents a hardship for anybody, the Board can make exceptions which
remain totally confidential. ed

Senior Moments?
We all have them. Please review all the attendee lists for the various functions in Hof and make sure your name is where you
want it to be, doing what you want to do and going where you want to go. It's not really to late to get corrections in if needed.
As part of that, please be sure to constantly wear your name-tags at any Reunion function including bus trips. It helps prevent
gate crashers and other n'eer-do-wells from gaining access to our group. For those of you with REAL memory problems, wear
your name tag upside down so you can read it more easily when you forget. .

The Wayback Machine...
"Road block checkpoint located a short distance from the border were found to be more effective in detecting illegal border
crossers than cordon-type patrols along the border. Members of the 28th Constabulary Squadron check the papers of local
Germans near the point where the Czechoslovak border met the Soviet and US interzonal boundaries. July 1946"

.

This was just before the time that the Military Gov (OMGUS) realized that dis-arming the Landpolizei, in the 1K zone, who were
constantly being shot at by the Soviets along the border was a collasal blunder!. It had been assumed that dis-arming the
Landpolizei would prevent such shooting incidents by the Soviets! ed

Quote: "In September 1946 Third Army proposed that the Land border police be rearmed within the 1-kilometer zone. In addition
to causing a severe decrease in the effectiveness of the border police, the disarming policy was causing US Army units to
dissipate their strength by requiring them to fill this gap in security coverage. Although the military government initially
disapproved this request, it did amend the original order to allow village police forces located in the one kilometer strip to be
armed in order to provide protection to their residents. Finally, the order was rescinded on 1 February 1947, and the Land border
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police were authorized to bear arms anywhere within their area of jurisdiction."

http://www.army.mil/cmh-pg/documents/BorderOps/ch2.htm If you have the time and the interest, this is quite a long and
detailed read of the immediatly post war military history of the Border Lands

Good Wishes...
A note to cheer you and let you know fond thoughts are with you. We miss all you folks and wish you a nice trip and wonderful
time in Hof. Warm Wishes,
Milton & Viginia Gibbs

THESE SATELITE PHOTOS ARE AWESOME..THANKS A LOT...SEE YA IN SEPT
WALTER/MARGOT TRIBBLE.

Does practice make perfect?
Peter Payne hopes to prove his point with Pils!
preterpaynepracticing

Good advice:
Re adapters and Euro Voltage..."
Yes, read the label. But beyond learning if your appliance will take 220 volts, be sure it will run on 50 Hertz. Plugging a 60 Hz
power brick of any size into a 50 Hz main will soon smoke the brick and perhaps your gizmo.
Look for 110~240 Volt, 50/60~ or Hertz compliance.(some computer supplies read 100-250 volts 50/60~ they will function fine
WITH the plug adapters mentioned) ed
And ollowing up on the comments regarding debit cards vs. credit cards:
If you do use a debit card to get foreign cash, skip the ATM and go inside the bank. Talking to a teller is always more fun than
an ATM, it is often more secure as ATM can be 'read" by theives who rig them, and if you mess up, a teller won't "eat" your card!
Best,
Steve Lawrence

(Steve regrets that he cannot go to Hof but instead will console himself writing reviews on a couple of HOT new BMW
motorcycles.)ed

Regrets
Thanks for all you do. Regret we're unable to join you in Hof. Damn Day Job!
Tony Cameron

12/21/2006 11:39 AM
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How far is it?
From a question by Bob Morrison...
go here http://www.wcrl.ars.usda.gov/cec/java/lat-long.htm and you will need the coordinates for where ever you are.
The proper lat/long for Hof/Saale is lat=50.288464273, lon=11.9142882209 (EAST! or you get the way wrong info...)
And curiously the coordinates for Hof/Saale came from a listing called "Prisons of the World"!
your coordinates are not listed on that page also? :-[

No! I don't know why! As long as

http://bbs.keyhole.com/ubb/printthread.php/Cat/0/Board/EarthPeople/main/78983/type/thread

Away from Home Hints...
from the Middendorfs
For most of us attending the reunion our cars will be sitting and of course we will be paying automobile insurance for the vehicle
just sitting.
My sister tells me STATE FARM and I assume other insurance companies have something called "WITHDRAWAL FROM USE."
When you or STATE FARM invokes the WITHDRAWAL FROM USE, they give you a rebate of about 25% off the liability and
possibility the comprehensive piece of your total automobile insurance policy on your annual or semi annual premium for the
period of time the vehicle was just sitting. Of course, this will require that the vehicle is not going to be used while your out of
the country and the rebate will depend on how long you are out of the country.
Thought I would pass this on just in case you may want to contact your insurance company about this program or a similar
program.
Jerry and Hilde
And another:
FYI - I have my cable and internet service through COMCAST. Comcast has a program that allows people going away on
vacation to change their service to LIMITED SERVICE. In my situation (will be away for 6 weeks), LIMITED SERVICE will cost me
$10.00 per month versus the normal rate I am currently paying. I will not have a need for email or the internet while in
GERMANY, which my differ for some people attending the reunion.
Thought I would pass this on for anybody that my want to check this out with their cable/internet provider.
See you guys in HOF.

Jerry Middendorf

Wisdom of the Ages...

"We must not be unprepared for new tactics employed by the enemy. "
"We must watch him closely, using our intelligence, to detect and assess his likely methods."
>From "Leadership Secrets of Attila the Hun, The Bones of Caravans Past"
Wess Roberts, Ph.D., 1985
You can file this one under off-base editorial comment!

I think I just learned a lesson Friday...
About 10 days ago I ordered 3500 euros in euro-cheques from American Express through Bank of the West. The
fee("international fee") would be 1.5%(compared to 1%((plus $1.50/transaction)) on my debit --M.C.--card, and 3% on my
credit card--Visa Platinum from Chase--). My plan was/is to use the debit card for "big" items, e.g., hotel bills; the cheques for
all other/"cash", and the credit card for back-up. When I had the cheques in front of me, I was given the "quote"(from American
Express) of $1.32603 per Euro, which was then checked. (The previous week one of the financial channels showed the exchange
rate to be $1.278/1€.) I was taken somewhat aback, but paid for the checks. When I got home I went online and found the
"bid/ask" to be $!.2759/$1.2762; I had just paid a nickel/euro over market, plus the 1.5%, or 5.3% in fees, or $305!
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The lesson? Ask ALL the questions(to wit, WHAT exchange rate?, etc.)! (And I probably STILL have some questions I need to
ask, but time is getting a little short...)

Francis Thompson

Forgotten what it looks like?...

Stadt Hof Coat of Arms or Wappen

Subject: Final Flyby addition

I was deeply saddened to run across the attached obituary this week. It
was a distinct privilege to know Jack Kearny during my service in Hof. He was
always the picture of youth and vigor ... so it's hard to believe he's
gone. It was only a few months ago (Update # 219) that Marianne Lengle
submitted his picture ... and just a few weeks after that that he joined
the Reunion Association.
During my last visit to the Erika Bar (sometime in the early '80s) Jake
brought out a scrap book, and "Jumbo" was the main person he remembered
and wanted to talk about. Perhaps they're together - enjoying a Cognac
and Coke now ...
Best Regards,
Carl Wyeth

See below for the obituary. ed

Hof Factoids:
The population of Hof has been declining since 1960 when the population was 57,500. In 1965 the p opulation was 56,000 and
in 2006 only 50,100 Einwohner. Many of the young people are leaving the area to seek employment opportunities in the larger
Germany cities.
Fernwehpark in Hof now boasts having over 1000 signs, town, city and street, from all over the world!
Is your there?
www.fernwehpark.de and it is available in English.

KULMBACH-VIERZEHNHEILIGEN –TOUR 3:

12/21/2006 11:39 AM
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The following named are scheduled to participate in the September 21th, Kulmbach-Vierzehnheiligen Tour. Please bring any
errors to the attention of HofReunion@aol.com.

Peggy Adams, Mike & Ursula Assenmacher, Scott & Lori Byer, Gisela Blankenship & Anna Flamos, Hilde Calisti,
Jay Campbell & Mary Roth, Ken & Marianne Cash, Marl & Peggy Clemons, Jack & Sue Coker, Bruce & Brigitte
Cook and Anita Deleranko; Eddie Crump & Dot Little and Jim Pierce & Faye Fletcher; Carl & Barbara Davino, Jerry
Decker and Ellen Decker, Jack & Joyce Denham, Ed & Nancy Desch, Christa Devine &, Ali & Rosi Dietz, Pat &
Kathy DiCincio, Dave & Karen Dickson, John & Robyn Dorsch,; George & Christa Fahrbach and Robert Butler;
Mario & Renate Forgione, Francis & JoAnn Fukumoto, Malcolm Gaissert; Randy & Penny Gash, Paul Genung,
Ralph & Joan Glover, Deborah Grierson, Marty & Alice Habecker, Susan Kren; Helga Haese, Melvin & Ilse Hamill,
William (Smiley) & Elaine Hansberger, Carmen Hardman, Dan & Rick Holden, Robert & Hanna Hoerath, Arnold,
Emma, Kristie, & Kathie Joyce; Joe & Dolores Kessler Kenneth & Gay Kielbania, Tom & Donna Knight, Greg &
Sandy Krcma; Dick, Doris, & Heidi Kreuzer; Paul & Erika Laven, Marianne Lengel, Jerry & Pat Mangas, Diana
McFarland,Jim McGovern, Ron & Sheila Meier, Phyllis Mckeag & Jolene McKeag; Jerry & Hilde Middendorf,
Thomas & Inge Mikloiche, Bob & Sue Morrisson, Russel Moyer, Walter & Shirley Murch, Steve & Donna Murphrey,
Claude & Susanne Niebuhr; Wade & Phyllis Nottingham, Dick & Evi Obidinski ,Heidi Pouch; Jay & Linda Ogles, Joe
Olenik, Bernard & Sandra Pieper, Gary & RoseMarie Queen; Jim, Traudl, Tanja Riggin & Erich Duenne; Don
Riverkamp, Harold & Helga Robinson, Michael Rockelmann, Leslie Runkle, Lydia Rueger, C. A Russell, Dan &
Carol Scanny, Paul & Susan Schefft, Aubrey Schefft; Mike & Connie Shanahan, Robert & Lois Shinko, Walt &
Ginny Shifflett, Jack Sinagra & Jean.Jackson;, Gerald & Ruth Smeal, Nathan & Ute Sparks, Don & Diane Spirk,
Irmgard & Gerd Sprissler, Jay Steger, Stu & Marcey Sturdevant, Ray & Mary Szyperski, Dean & Shirley
Thompson; Francis MC & Priscilla Thompson and Margarett Kaiser; Walt & Margot Tribble, Joey Trujillo, Bill &
Edith Ward; Marianne Way & Elfriede Baumgardel; John & Judy Weckerly, Margot Wetengel, Chuck & Monika
Wilson; Carl & Anita Wyatt, Dave Wymard

THURSDAY EVENING: SEPTERMBER 21 :
Baron Von Waldenfels has invited reunion participants to visit his newly remodeled Gaesthaus in the former east zone.
Drinks are on the house but all food items must be paid for by individuals placing a food order. Bus space is limited . If you will
have a rental car and WILL attend, please offer a less fortunate participant a ride. For those accepting the Baron’s invitation, We
highly recommend the use of a designated Driver . In Germany, the .05 blood alcohal level is strictly enforced and fines can run
as high as 3000€. We have been asked, how many Reunion Participants plan to accept the Baron’s Invitation ? If you plan to
participate, please send HofReunion@aol.com a message telling us that you WILL ACCEPT THE BARON’S INVITATION.

MASTER HOF ROSTER (MHR): If you are an Association member in good standing and would like an E-Copy of the MHR, please
contact < hofreunion@dejazzd.com >. If you don’t have the MS Excel Program on your computer, a FREE MS Excel Viewer is
available for download from the Internet. The FREE Excel Viewer will allow you to open and read the Master Hof Roster. Reading
the MHR on your computer is much easier than reading the hardcopy. A totally free office suite in use by the governments of
many countries in Europe and South America that is totally compatible with Microsoft Office, called Open Office, is available at
www.openoffice.org. Be warned though, it is a huge download, 92 Megs, but is available on CD for a miniscule price. See the
website.

CHANGE OF EMAIL ADDRESS & CORRECTIONS:
=aldarien@sbcglobal.net

Art and Janie Darien

= chiefus@wildblue.net

Lonnie & Hazel Henderson

Jim Patterson = 244 Trout Trail, Crescent City, FL 32112

jpat9330@netzero.net

= jerrysimonds@bloomingdaletel.com.

Jerry Simonds

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:
John & Barbara Frivance

FY7

jbfriva@comcast.net

Thomas Emerson

FY9

10118 Silverbrook Pl, San Antonio, TX 58254-6037

John Inman

FY7

john.inman@us.army.mil

Marty Komp

WE7

2801 Henry Ave A-15, Philadelphia 19128-2908

Johnny Munday

FY7

1711 Hiway 17S # 343, Surside Beach, SC 29575-4412
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FY7

Gary & Lori Stanford
Mary Strack (Albert –D)

lstanford@twmi.rr.com

WE7

momstrack@cs.com

NEW FINDS:
E.A. & Carole Valdez

Littleton, CO

Marcine Green (George-D)

303-979-4352

San Antoniom TX

CREAAVLDZ@AOL.COM.

mgreen56@hotmail.com

Search for the missing will resume after the 2006 Hof/Saale Reunion.
If members at large search and locate a former missing colleague, please hold the new find information until October1st. The
majority of Association Officers will be back in the States at that time. We appreciate the assistance in locating missing
colleagues.
russca@bellsouth.net

FINAL FLYBY LIST;
Jerome Schwartz (1933 – 06),

Freddy Adams (Rept by Phil Ruth),

Jack Kearney (Rept by Carl Wyatt), George Green (Rept by Marcey Sturdevant)

If you know of a deceased Hof Colleague whose name should be placed on the Final Flyby List, please notify
russca@bellsouth.net
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Subject: Hof Connection Update #259(jm)
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Mon, 04 Sep 2006 17:44:10 -0400
To: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>

Hof Connection Update #259
September 6, 2006
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

This update will be followed by a special update from Hofreunion@aol.com when
Chuck gets the material he needs for it from Hof.

Important note:
This will be the last update until after the reunion in Hof/Saale. The Hof Reunion
office will be closed on both coasts and most Board members and officers will be
unavailable to return calls and email may be in short supply, depending on who is
where and what the access to computers and the WWW might be.

Words to live by?
The longest German word of the year in 1999?
Rindflieshetkettierungsüberwachungsaufgabenübertragungesgesetz all that having
to do with a law concerning British beef infected with mad cow disease! If I didn't
miss any, that's 63 letters long and the compound word consists of 20 other words.
From a book called "Do as the Germans do!". Pronouncing Gammelfleish is easier.
You don't much want to eat that either, according to a recent article in the
Frankenpost.

Got the following right after I sent the last update:
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Sympathy and Condolences!
Joey Trujillo's Mom passed away YESTERDAY and due to his Indian Heritage and
their customs he WILL NOT be able to attend the reunion.
Tom Mikloiche

And from Stu STurdevant...
Everyone: sorry to have to pass on this sad information. Our
thoughts and our prayers are with Joey, his family and of course for his
Mother. We will certainly miss Joey at the reunion.
STU & MARCEY...

Remember:
In Europe, instead of using a period as a separator between Euros and cents, you will
often see commas, as in

* Taxi Fee 13,00 € (EUR)
To the Fairgrounds
* Convention Distance 1 KM / 0.62 MI
* Taxi Fee 5,00 € (EUR)
That is not 500 or 1300 (in American usage) but just 5€ and 13€ or 5.00€

And for those of you who have not been back to Europe and Hof in a
while...
The tip (15%) is usually included in your dinner bill total, but if the service was
super, the addtion of Trinkgeld or a tip is appreciated, usually about an additional
5%.
Watch for VAT to show up on your gas charges receipts! Usually it is included in the
price you see posted, but gas works differently for some reason. And unleaded gas is
called Bleifrei... that might also save you a bit of fumbling for the dictionary?
Some other road changes in the last 40 years: A driving practice called Rechtsfahren
is the only way to go. Stay in the right lanes, pass (very carefully) and then get right
back in the right lane. REMEMBER! Those big Audis and BMW's and Mercedes out
there in the left lanes are doing 140 mph or better in the unlimited zones! And they
make an awesome sound sometimes! You do NOT want to pull out in front of one of
those! Check your mirrors twice and then again before you pull out there! The old
practice of flashing lights to pass is gone. Some drivers will leave their left turn
signals on as long as they are out in the passing lanes. If somebody flashed their
lights at you it is because you did something REALLY stupid. And do not practice
hand gestures signifying your low opinion of the other person while you are driving!
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You don't even want to know what the fines are for that!
Watch for the signs with the black circles with several grey lines from top right to the
lower left. Means "Stick your foot in it!". ed

Thoughts, prayers, good wishes and a GREAT upbeat attitude.. .
I spoke to Tom Bryson just recently. He will undergo surgery for his colon cancer
this week, followed by chemo and then will have surgery for his liver tumor or mass.
Tom's attitude is fantastic, he has continued working and teaching English at
University of Phoenix and praises the care he is receiving from the VA.

If your son or daughter was born in Hof...
You might check here to see if they are listed. We found Richard Holbrook's son
Patrick (aus Rio Rancho, NM) listed there, along with the name of the mid-wife, Frau
Degel, who many of you might know?
http://www.hof-im-web.de/erlebnisse/diakonissenhaus/geburten60-69.html#1967
hilite/click the year you are interested in and then go down to the particular month
you need. . Not all births are listed.

Wish I were able to revisit Hof. Hope you all have a good time there.
Jim Pomplun

Bruce Cook asked...
Will we receive our Reunion packages when we get to Hof?

Yup... part of the registration process! ed. Registration in 2002 was to the left as you
come in the front door, past the bar and the registration desk. Follow the sounds of
Viel Spass und Englisch!!! ed.
And a question re dress at the Bugergesellschaft gathering? Jackets and ties for the
men, dresses/slacks for the ladies (who always look incredible anyway!)

And a note from Klaus Beer!
Hi folks,
thank you for the information. We enjoy your visit in HOF.
The meeting in the FERNWEH-PARK, Hofs greatest Tourist attraction in the World,
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with Press and Television, is a Highlight of your journey..
Please bring a lot of CITYSIGN from your hometowns to HOF. We make Pictures from
all guests with his City and Streetsign
for Press, media and our homepage www.fernweh-park.de
Your local newspaper get also pressreports about your trip in the HOFER
FERNWEH-PARK .
See all Events and Stars and Signs from all over the world: www.fernweh-park.de
Please bring so much SIGNS, as you can. We need your signs for a wonderful
presentation of USA
and your Visit in Hof in the Hofer FERNWEH-Park.
Ask for signs in the cityhall - it is a great advertation to present the name of the
USA-City beetween
Citynames from all over the world in GERMANY.
How bigger the sign - looks like better.
Enjoy your Trip to HOF,
Meeting September, Monday, 18. Time: 13.00 in the Hofer Fernweh-park .
Good bless america
yours americafan
Klaus Beer
Initiator Hofer Fernwehpark "Signs of Fame"
SIGNS OF FAME GERMANY
Fernwehpark Deutschland
Klaus Beer - Initiator -

If you would like...
to take a peek at Klaus's "Americafan" decorated apartment, go here:
http://www.hof-im-web.de/n-kurioses.html
And click the link under the bottom left picture (forget the link to the toilet or Klo! )
Go to the fourth picture in on that link and you will find that Klaus practices what he
preaches, even at home?

A past blast!.
Wow - Dr Dan the dentist sends in a few words and I just HAVE to tell him that I
STILL HAVE 2 FILLED MOLARS he did for me in 1968 ---- 38 years and still chewing !!
Tom Mikloiche

So sorry to hear of Jack Kearney's passing. He and I were roomies for awhile
(1960). A good friend! I had just made email contact with him a few months ago.
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I worked in the R and D shop with Sgt Zacker and Walcher, Joe Caldwell, Bob
Burgess, Bob Scura, Ray Blackburn and others. 29252 1957-60
Sorry I can't join the reunion this year as my son and I just returned from a trip to
Normandy and Deutschland last month. See you in Reno next year. Warm regards to
all the old Hofers.
Ed Chase

Good point!...
Hey Jerry,
Just thought I'd mention the pictures from the "imageshack" work just
fine with my WebTv. I say this because most, though not all,
attachments do not work with WebTv which has it's limitations.
For the upsidedown name tags in "Senior Moments?", you might add (as we
used to years ago) to be sure and add your address and telephone number
and/or your room number on the back in case you get lost!
Mac (Bob McCaulffie)
We will make more use of the "imageshack" when everybody returns from
Hof/Saale...

A checklist of things to see in Hof while you are there.
Some of these are on the tour path already but click the links for the others!
http://www.hof-im-web.de/suche-sehensw.html
And another list. These are all in German but you may recognize some of the place
names and be able to dig thru the needed translations?
http://www.pro-hof.de/content/6.htm
And for those of you remaining stateside to guard the homefront... Watch this site for
possible news!
http://www.frankenpost.de/

I think we made it several times for Hof2002!

And a warning from Tom Mikloiche...
He thinks this is a new low in entrapment... Many of you have perhaps seen this on
the internet but Tom feels the few remaining should be warned!!!!! If your eyes are
fading the way mine are, that is a beer bottle the hapless GI is reaching for.
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Gary Cherpes is not able to attend the Reunion in Hof this year. Those of you who
attended our events in the past know that Gary went out of his way to get pictures of
EVERY couple attending and then, if needed, tracked down their names. He is
looking for a volunteer with either a lot of room for film or a lot of memory cards that
could step up and take over for him this year.
Thanks.... ed

And wear your sweat-shirts !
mik wrote:
As many of you know or at least have seen in pictures on our photosite, Inga and I
attended the famous "WURST FEST" in Neu Braunfels, Texas last November where
we met several other local HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION members for an evening of
FUN - FOOD -FROLICKING - FRIENDS and an equal amount of the local bier to ward
of dehydration from the heat and exercise.We were all wearing our HOF SHIRTS and
during one of the great songs played by "DIE SCHLAUBERGER" Bobby (STU)
Sturdevant was out on the dance floor when he was approached by 2 ladies who
were trying to tell him something he couldn't hear due to the MUSIC and SINGING
coming from those in attendence. Being the perfect gentleman that he is, Stu asked
them to step outside pointing to his 1 good ear so that they would understand he
could not hear what they were saying. Once outside and away from the noise the
ladies asked if the HOF on his shirt was actually HOF/SAALE and when he said it sure
is they smiled and said "WE WERE BORN THERE" !!! and for the rest of the evening
they sat at our table listening to stories and names from back then and were amazed
that there was an association of AMERICAN SERVICEMEN and their families dedicated
to REMEMBERING the HOF YEARS....
>

Same thing happened in Nashville with a lady from Hof, sitting at the next table (she
was in town visiting her son). talked to her for nearly an hour! ed.
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And Mik just finished a new update to his photosite!
I just read that a weekend edition of the newsletter was coming out so here's a link
for anyone who wants to see the NEW ALBUM of pictures from last
weeks "BOOTCAMP BIERFEST" we held to get in shape for the Hof Reunion
http://members19.clubphoto.com/thomasl769055/guest-1.phtml
(Look for the yoopers!)

Idle Minds...
Dick Obidinski reports that during a moment of idleness, since buck season hasn't

started yet, he found him self on the Food Network® (www.foodnetwork.com) and
for what ever reason, typed in "German" under recipes... 129 different recipes came
up. Now.... we need a volunteer chef/taster to try each and every one and report
back in to the group!

At the risk of blowing a really good deal:
Since this came in on the Hofreunion account, I figured you all need to know about
it. My wife says, YEAH... now we can clean the carpet in the dining room!
"RE:TRANSFER OF USD168,559,000.00 MILLION TO YOUR ACCOUNT.
I feel quite safe dealing with you in this important business.Though, this
medium (Internet) has been greatly abused, I choose to reach you
through it because it still remains the fastest medium of communication.
However, this correspondence is private, and it should be treated in strict
confidence."

There was more but you get the drift!
I will pass on the private details to Nate Sparks when I see him in Hof.... OR should
I just take the money, get the carpet cleaned, and then RUN??

Hof 2006
11 and a wake-up!
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---but whose counting?---
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Subject: Hof Connection Update #260
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 04 Oct 2006 12:15:03 -0400
To: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>, Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>

Hof Connection Update #260
www.hofreunion.com

October 4, 2006
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Hof2006
Well... it's all over but the dumping of suitcases, the washing of laundry, readings of backed up
emails, the paying of bills and the start of the telling of tall tales and the beginings of new legends.
And re-starting diets trashed by a week of Das Bestes Bier im Welt, Schnitzels, Leberkaese, and Brie,
Wurst and Kaese mit unsere Morgenkafe. We have to transfer digital camera cards to our computers,
try to remember which day was which picture and where were we. We try to remember the faces
with the names, and the deckels with the beers and we re-live the pleasure that renewing 40 year old
friendships and starting new ones can cause.
We returned stateside to a land of much lower gas prices, tall lawns and grand-kids asking that we
not go away again for a while and possibly neighbors who wished we would stay away longer.
Some of us came home with new aches and pains, most of us with flatter wallets and wounded
Mastercards but all of us, from ages 12 to 88, with a renewed appreciation for what the Hof Reunion
Association is all about.
Probably the most incredible part of the journey was the weather! Bayrisher Sibir for at least three
solid weeks gave way to Alteweibersommer with days of warm sunshine followed by cool nights and
an amazing lack of rainfall. For the most part, none of us were prepared to dress in summer T-shirts
and shorts and the sweaters, jackets, rain gear and umbrellas that we dragged along stayed in our
rooms or in the trunks of our rentals. The Riesling and Müller-Thurgau grape crop this year should be
phenomenal.
We will forever remember the hospitality of so many, from the Oberburgermeister of Hof and the
Burgermeister of Kulmbach and their staffs, the Luftwaffe at Hüttner Kaserne and Döbraberg, the
people at Pro-Hof and the local Banks, the shop-keepers who answered our halting questions in
Amideutsch, to Klaus Beer at Fernweh and the guides at Mödlereuth to people we met on the
streets and Autobahn and to the hoteliers and restauranteurs all over Oberfranken,. We especially
thank Herr Baron Von Waldenfel for his generousity and the Gemütlicheit und Gastfreundschaft of
Die Frau Baronin Von Waldenfel who invited us to wander all around their Historisches Gasthaus
in the old Forbidden Zone on the far side of the old Zonal Border and answered so many questions.
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Also high on the needs to be thanked list are the Ladies who assisted! The wives who helped with the
initial set-up, Monica Wilson, Ute Sparks, Marcy Sturdevant, Sandy Krcma and Pat Mangas;
Gina Reitschel and Helga Haese who helped with translations all over the place... Of course Mark
Clemons whose Hoferisch/Amisch MC'ing made the dinner so great. Tom Mikloiche giving a radio
interview in Hoferisch!. And we have to give honorable mention to the Hat Dancers! (You really had to
be there...) Also RG Glover singing Taps after the Final Flyby Ceremony and The Riggin family,
Traudl and Tanya for their musical contribution in two totally different styles.

Also up for honorable mention are the young staff of the Quality Dining Room and the Hotel Desk!
Their patience was incredible, their service GREAT and you have to wonder how they ALL came by
those Hof Reunion pins on their colllars.
I personally would like to thank all the riders of the Number 3 tour buses for being where they needed
to be when they needed to be there (We didn't have to leave anybody behind!) and our drivers, Max,
Wolfgang and Reinhart. Most particularly Wolfgang for negotitating his way, backwards, out of the
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Köditz/Wolbattendorf Operations site and making it look so easy!
And none of this would have come about with out the talents and efforts of Robert and Hanna
Hörath. See Don's comments below. ye ed.

2006 HOF REUNION: The 2006 Hof Reunion held in our ol' stomping grounds of
Hof/Saale, Germany was a great success. As president of the association, I
would like to THANK our German Affairs Representative, Robert Hörath, and
his wife Hanna from the entire association membership for their dedication
and hard work on organizing all the functions and tours for our membership
attending this years Reunion. THANK YOU ROBERT AND HANNA!!!!
Don Riverkamp, HRA President
Greetings and Salutations,
Major changes and updates have occurred that I want to pass on to everyone with whom I normally
correspond.
First let me welcome back all of you who made the pilgrimage to Hof/Saale for the reunion, and state
my acute jealousy because I couldn’t go. However, I appreciate the anecdotes that have come my
way relative to the trip and look forward to many more in the near future; especially relative to the
wee hour beer marathon of our former MP’s, stalwart beacons of morality and temperance.
As I stated before, the cancer in my colon is history but the tumor in my liver (its offspring) is
problematic. Originally it was thought that it needed to be shrunk before being addressed by
surgery. However, the VA hospital in Pittsburgh is a destination center for liver transplants and I met
with the guy who does most of them. He is confident that he can excise my tumor completely, along
with 25% to 40% of my liver.
Sounds bad—but—the liver is the only organ the regenerates itself. Well, Hell! It grows back. So,
instead of eight months of debilitating chemo followed by surgery etc.; it’s surgery now, followed by
chemo to clean up any malignant fragments left behind.
On the down side, it’s more complex and more dangerous that the Bowel Resection I just had, but
based on my strength and rapid recovery from that, they don’t anticipate any problems. They are so
confident in fact that I am scheduled to undergo it on Friday the 13th of October, hence the title of
this message.
Apprehensive? Freakin’ “A”! But I have no control on this ride and put my trust in the Docs at the
VA.
I would also like to take this opportunity to express my kudos and appreciation to the folks I work
with at the PA Careerlink (labor exchange office in other states), in Kittanning , PA. I have been back
to work and their support and affection has been overwhelming throughout this morass of bull and I
thank them from the bottom of my heart and want the rest of you to know their role in my road back
to being the asshole you all knew and loved (I hope).
Thanks for all of your love and support so far, and I promise to keep y’all (that’s for Jack Hayes) in
the loop. Wish me luck, folks. See you after Friday the Thirteenth.
Sincerely,
The Bear (Tom Bryson)

Back in issue #230... I posed the following information:
For the month of September, from records averaged over the last 50 years
Average temperature

52 degrees F
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Average High Temp

63

Average Low Temp

42

Highest recorded

90

Lowest recorded

24

Average Precip

2.1 inches

# of rainy days

5.9

I can assure you that the weather this year should put a dent in those records!!!
For the week of the Reunion, the two previous weeks and most of the week after, the weather was
more like this:
Average daily temp 70 degrees F
Average high temp 80 degrees F
Average low temp

60 degrees F

Precipitation

trace

# of rainy days
bus!

1/4 of one morning! And we spent most of that short period on a

# of clear, warm, sunny and unbelievable days in three weeks?.... 20.75
Even the Wetterdienst came up with a new term for the weather! Freundlich!
Hard to believe that Bayrisher Sibir could treat us so well... but it did! ed

ATTENTION 2006 HOF REUNION ATTENDEES: For all members who took a city, town, street sign or
license plate to Fernweh Park for the Sign Forest and Klaus Beer, and did not leave information with
Klaus about which sign went with what home address, or email address, PLEASE email Klaus Beer at
info@fernweh-park.de in order that he mail email you a picture. If you had not received an email
from Klaus yet, that means he could not read or misspelled your email address, so please email him.
PLEASE include the name on the sign, your name, home address, and email address. Klaus is busy
with his new movie release, "Best of the West" however, he will get around to emailing you a picture.
THANKS!!
Don Riverkamp

Executive Board elected at the General Membership Meeting in HOF on Monday, September 18, 2006:
President
1st Vice President
2nd Vice President
Adjutant
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership Chairman
Webmaster
Board Advisor

Don Riverkamp
Stu Sturdevant
Chuck Wilson
Joe Kessler
Jerry Mangas
Nate Sparks
C.A. Russell
Barry Springsteen
Jim Riggin
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have you recovered from your great trip yet? I know you're a busy fella, but, I just wanted to hear
that all came home safely and each had a great time at the Hof gala 2006. I've missed the weekly
updates. I'm sure there's plenty of good stuff to report, including photos, etc. Take care. I look to
hearing from ya soon. Next, Reno town.
Bob Jarboe, Hofer '69-'71

TO EVERYONE
THANK YOU FOR THE PRAYERS YOU CAME THROUGH FOR US AGAIN.
HARVEY WENT TO SURGERY AT 1.30P.M. TUESDAY DR. RITTER SAID THE LONG BONE IN HARVEY'S LEG WAS
SHATTERED LIKE A SPIDER WEBB SO HE HAS TWO RODS IN AN ''X'' SHAPE WITH SCREWS TO STABILIZE IT IN
PLACE HE WILL BE IN ST. FRANCIS FOR AT LEAST A WEEK, THEN HE WILL BE MOVED TO MISSOURI DELTA IN
SIKESTON FOR REHAB WHICH COULD BE AS LONG AS SIX WEEKS OR MORE.
WE HAVE A LONG ROAD AHEAD OF US IF THE REHAB DOES NOT WORK THE WHEEL CHAIR WILL BE HIS MODE
OF TRANSPORTATION FOR A VERY LONG TIME.
KEEP US IN YOUR PRAYERS.
THANKS AGAIN LINDA HARRIS

This is to let you know of my new EMAIL address and user name. loisschwoch@sbcglobal.net I had a
virus & then I had too many advertisement’s clogging up my mail, so I had to change. Oct 12th I am
having Open Heart Surgery again this time it is my Mitro Valve Replacement. I need to be put on your
prayer list. I or my son will keep you all informed. Hope everyone had fun in Hof/Saale.
Love, Lois Schwoch

RoseMarie Queen wrote:
I had a fabulous time and would not trade it for anything. Especially not the big stunt they pulled on
me with the teeth.
It all started at Mik's Boot camp in August in Manchester when Mik (Tom Mikloiche) showed me
Dave Dickson's picture and then the one of his three dogs, I cracked up and Dave only perpetuated
it with his antics while in New Hampshire.
In Hof , I had no clue what was coming down the pike. All I knew was that every time I looked at
Dave he reminded me of the pictures of "Skump" and Dave kept me laughing with his stories.
I was so totally oblivious of THEIR plans during the Group Dinner at the Quality and when everyone,
all 48 people looked at me with those teeth, I almost fell out laughing so hard.
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"Look what drinking German beer does to your teerth!"
courtesy of the Dickson's
I had no clue, and thru all the laughing I did, it finally registered what was happening and then I
truly lost it. It only got worse when Karin Dickson handed me a towel (conveniently snatched from
her Hotel Room); you know about bladders and age? I am surprised I made it through without an
accident.
This was truly such an act of friendship, even tough it was at my expense I will NEVER EVER
forget this the rest of my life.
Even my ever so "serious" husband got in on the act, and YES, you are right, I will show the pictures
one day to his grandchildren.
To the people who did not know what was happening, I thank them for their patience, to the ones
who so deviously planned it (and lied to me, you know who you are) THANK YOU!!!!!
Don't know yet how I explain the two broken bones in my left foot when I fell of the hotel step on
Tuesday morning. I know the 1st thing co-workers will ask "were you drunk"?
I knew something was really wrong with my foot while I was in Hof , but I figured it was a sprain.
Once I got back, I saw my Doc and sure enough I broke two bones. Now I am in a boot. I tried not
to let the pain ruin my good time, but I was glad to get back and get some help. My husband now
feels really bad that he ask me to dance Friday night, which I pretended to, he did all the showing off
the little scoundrel.
I could go on and on, but you get the message, this Reunion I will never forget and I will tell this
story for the rest of my life, I am sure.
take care my "toothy Friends"
Love ya
Rosie.Queen

In regard to this particular incident during the group dinner at the Quality, I would like to thank Dr.
Bergstrom for standing by. At one point it looked like Rosie was gonna need a LOT of help! Her gales
of laughter and near collapse brought the entire Hotel to a halt! Another 'you had to be there!" ed.

Good Morning Jerry,
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I really enjoyed being back in Hof for the reunion. Already looked forward to Reno.
Thanks,
Dan Holden

Hey Jerry,
What a great reunion in Hof. I enjoyed every bit of it.
We would be happy to get everything including the roster and
newsletter by email. Don't waste paper or stamps.
See you in Reno I hope.
Mark I. Clemons

As Joe Kessler settles in to his new post as Adjutant, we will again be posting new finds, address
changes, new members and final flyby's on this page. In the meantime, send your changes and any
notices to hofreunion@dejazzd.com for inclusion. Thanks.
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Subject: Re: Hof Connection Update #261
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 11 Oct 2006 01:05:53 -0400
To: ">jpbcsb"@centurytel.net, mhartjes@bellsouth.net, gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil,
plaven@msn.com, tammybales@hotmail.com, Fred C Oldenburg <fredoldenburg@juno.com>

Hof Connection Update #262
www.hofreunion.com

11 October 2006
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

And for thos of you that haven't made it back in the last 35-40 years... it has changed a bit!
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Looking from the old POL station toward the (now missing) RIAS towers. The gas station has
been replaced by a frog pond!

Hi all,
My wife, Margit, and I were in the area of Hof during the reunion and stopped in the hotel
twice. I left on the
bulletin board an 8x10 photo of an unexpected act of German/American friendship. Our
landlord had raised
am American flag in front of his 3 story home for 6 weeks.I had hoped it would be shared
among the troops.
There is a good chance we will join you all in Reno.
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Later, Marvin Hale (602-61/63) and (606-73/74)

I had mentioned in the last update (#260) that there was an interview at the Rathaus, done
in Hoferisch by Tom Mikloiche. Actually there were TWO interviews... the other one from
Bayrischer Rundfunk was done by Robert Hörath, Chuck Wilson and Mark (Ich bin ein
Hofer!) Clemons and a short .wav file in German of that interview is available from Mark. Ed.

Hi Jerry, I just read the Hof Connection Uptate what fun to read and I cant believe the great
weather you had. The Pictures are nice cant wait to see the rest. It almost make me a little
home sick, but I`m so glad you all had such a wonderful time. It's neat to think that people
stay friends for that long and in touch with each other.I only hope you made a lots of new
friends in Germany. Its really good to have you all back home safe. A big hallo from
Minnesota.
Brigitte Foellini.

Boot Camp?
for anyone who wants to see the NEW ALBUM of pictures from last weeks "BOOTCAMP
BIERFEST" we held to get in shape for the Hof Reunion, go here
http://members19.clubphoto.com/thomasl769055/guest-1.phtml

Lost the bet!
Just got home last night but wanted to send you some info for the next newsletter.
Why we were in HOF I made a wager with Marcey Sturdevant that there was NO LIVER in
LIVERWURST because I was told long ago that was so.
I was also led to believe that there was NO LIVER in LEBERKASE..( FLEISCHKASE) or
BAYRISHER LEBERKASE as it is called everywhere else besides Hof
The wager was to be ONE ROUND TRIP FLIGHT from San Antonio, Texas to Hartford for her (
STU had to pay his own way ) if I was wrong vs her buying me the CHACHO' s 1 POUND
NACHO SPECIAL the next time we came there if I WAS RIGHT.
Well now, after asking around and NOT getting any EXPERT ANSWERS, I decided to go to the
source - a LOCAL BUTCHER - I asked two METZGER MEISTERS who just hapened to be my
SISTER-IN-LAW and her SON who informed me as follows
LEBERWURST - Does INDEED have either PIGS LIVER or BEEF LIVER in it or possibly some of
both depending on the BUTCHER.
SCORE ONE for MARCEY
LEBERKASE - Does INDEED have either PIGS LIVER or BEEF LIVER in it """"ONLY IF IT IS
MADE IN HOF""""
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if it is made in Bayreuth or Kulmbach or anywhere else it is called FLEISCHKASE or
BAYRISCHER LEBERKASE and DOES NOT HAVE any LIVER in it....
Now then on to the wager --- MARCEY WINS !!!! However she said she would graciously let
me off the hook for the plane ticket if I found out I was wrong and PUBLISHED it in the
newsletter so MARCEY here you are and YOU WIN... Thanks for letting me off - BUT if I find
cheap seats yer on yer way with or without STU....
Tom Mikloiche

(Just an aside here: Tom seems to be sort of an expert in finding cheap seats to and from
obscure places. So if you need a ticket or two from Tulsa to Tashkent via Trinidad, send him
an email. He just might be able to hook you up! ed.)

Things I still find fascinating in Europe!
Bringing the right credit card! Your everyday bank card will work fine in the Geld-o-mats and
Bank-o-mats, but you could starve on an American Express card, or even a Visa! But Master
Card in it's European disguise as an "EC" is acceptable in many places that the others are not.
So much for the advertising campaigns! Cash works everywhere!
Big billboard pictures of prophylactics stuck on leeks?
The way things change on the Kaserne

And the way things remain the same!
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Advertisments mounted IN the urinals at McDonalds. And they light up when you commence
to use the facilities (Guess you no longer have to "talk to the wall"? )
Tobacco ads for Lucky Strikes in the McD's parking lots! And coffee for 1.70€ for a sall cup and
a beer for 1.90€ for a big cup in the same place. Most places coffee is more.
Meter long chunks of firewood up in the mountains! Those had to be serious fireplaces!
Piles of logs stacked so perfectly even...
A 12 oz bottle of mineral water cost 2€ in the hotel but you could go next door to Aldi's and
get a 1.5L bottle for .19€. The bottle deposit was .25€ and they have these really neat
machines to return your plastic bottles to! It checks the bottle, disappears it, grinds it up and
gives you a coupon for a quarter per bottle! But only plastic (or plastiky in CZ). . Bottled water
here costs... WHAT?
McD's is jammed at 5pm but the Gasthauser and restaurants are empty. In most places the
sidewalks seem to roll up about 4PM and the streets are empty by 6.
Why do all the people on the morning TV news look like they slept in their clothes? Or were
dressed by 5 year olds? And forgot their combs?
There is an incredible concern about the environment (and has been for a while): AA battery
recycle boxes everywhere, Wind turbines all over, solar power in the moutains on many
rooftops and recycle bins everywhere as well as low-suds soap but you can still drive 260 KPH
on the Autobahn!
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Rechtsfahren!
And the fact that there are so few non-smoking areas and cigarette machines are still seen
everywhere.
People wearing helmets and full leather (or 'Kevlar') protective gear. On MOTOR BIKES and
SCOOTERS! I expected it on the bigger crotch rockets...
All motorcycles have quiet pipes! Including the big V-twins that would deafen you here!
4 wheelers (those small 4 wheel jobbies used by farmers and hunters and outdoors people to
ride in the woods and deserts) on the Autobahn... I was doing 150 kph and this thing was
pulling away! And the driver in full leather gear and a with license plate hanging on the back
of the thing.
Why is there a toilet brush beside every toilet in Europe?
Are Danes the greatest traveling party-people in the world? Even wilder than old AP's? Flights
from Copenhagen to anywhere are always a party trying to turn into a riot!
Why did all the street sewers and manhole covers stink of methane or sewer gas?
The American stranger in Berlin seeing my Hof Reunion Sweat-shirt, and asking "Just how
many of you guys are there, anyway?" Apparently he had run into some of you on his flight
into Frankfurt. Probably cops! And the German woman in the Autobahn Rastplatz saying: "My
Dad lived there"!
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The fact that the Czechs refer to the collapse of Communism as "Privatization" but the
Germans (with reason, I think) call it "Reunification".
Snacks and soft drinks are cheaper than anything stateside... but beer is cheaper yet! A good
bottle of wine at Aldi's for just about $1.50!
Brotchen! How do they do that!
The Czechs can slice raw veggies thinner than paper!
German and Czech waiters and waitresses thanking you profusely when you "round up" your
bill! And they mean it!
European toilet paper! They still haven't got it right (but I only found one place without. By
the Rathaus in Hof!)
European Airport Security... Not exactly visible but it's there, as I found out when the Czech
Armored Police Car followed me around the Ruznye Airport until I was able to get out of his
way and let him pass! Danish Security were the only folks to detect and question my tiny vial
of insulin!
The interiors of Baroque churches! Vierzehnheiligen was INCREDIBLE! Czech and East German
churches still boarded up.
Finding a memorial statue of General Konev in a Prague park. Only his name and his personal
dates (1897-1973) showing.
The restroom doors at the Bundestag in Berlin, and the dividers! They must have been 3
meters tall! What were they thinking?
And the huge hot air vent over the Bundestag! How very appropriate! There should be one
over every political building in the world, just as a reminder!
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Jerry:
Many thanks to you, other officers, wives, and (many) others for a GREAT reunion!
We had another "rail adventure" on the way out, nearly missing our flight back to the States!
On the other hand, beinng "stuck" for a while longer might not have been so bad.......)
While we were having our reunion, the USS Pueblo crew was having its reunion in....Pueblo!

Regards, Francis Thompson, Pueblo, CO

New Spam twist... the following quote came into the Hof Reunion mailbox as part of a spam
message!
"Just incase you are concerned about how i got to your contact, it was
through the American Chamber of Commerce for trust worthy
individuals,i was directed on how to make an online search."

Bad news from the Bear?
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Hi Everybody,
My immediate future took a left turn unfortunately. Prior to actually undergoing surgery, my
Oncologist ordered a CT scan on my lungs “just to eliminate the possibility” of a second metastasis
site. Well, it didn’t eliminate it. Based on a second site, the risk/benefit ratio of surgery at this time
shifted and the surgery is cancelled. I will be reverting to a regime of Chemo as was originally
planned. I had a PET scan yesterday to confirm the presence of cancer in my lungs (it was not
definitive from the CT scan) and it could come back negative; but I wouldn’t bet on it. The Docs have
already moved based on the CT scan and they know what they are doing, so the chance of a negative
result are slim to none. Therefore, I am in for the long haul. All this is the result of occult blood in one
out of three stool samples, which led to a colonoscopy, etc. I am still without symptoms, but that
probably won’t last. Bummer. Wish me luck.
The Bear (Tom Bryson)

Until our newly elected Adjutant, Joe Kessler, is firmly ensconced in his new position,
address changes, listings of new finds and new members and updated rosters may in limited
supply. Please address all your roster type notices by email to Joe at
hofreunion@adelphia.net. A new Reunion mailing address will also be posted shortly as will a
new Reunion phone number. Thanks for your patience. ed.
In the meantime, a final flyby nominee: Laurence G. (Larry) Foy. We are still waiting for
further detail.
Louis Anderson's name will be posted on the Final Flyby. He was already listed as
deceased on the Roster.
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Subject: hof connection update #263 plus complimentary copy...
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2006 14:14:44 -0400
To: info@fernweh-park.de, jpbcsb@centurytel.net, mhartjes@bellsouth.net,
gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil, plaven@msn.com, tammybales@hotmail.com,
joeeuro@yahoo.com, monafarris@isp.com, sharvill55@hotmail.com

Hof Connection Update #263
10/18/2006
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

The last update should have been labled as 261, but due to dead-lines, time limits and what seems to
be a lingering morning-after caused by a Reunion week of too many carbohydrates... und Hopfen und
Malzen, it came out labled as 262. #261 will not be re-issued. Ed.

Possible Changes...
Thanks to a suggestion by our new Adjutant, Joe Kessler, in the near future I hope to have back
issues of the connection updates and yearly Newsletters posted on our www.hofreunion.com website
for all members to view. They will be in PDF format and encrypted so that the bots and crawlers that
plague the WWW will not have access to your email addresses or personal news. The passwords will
be available to all E-members but if it appears at some point that our passwords have been mis-used
or released by a member, I will simply pull the feature instead of compromising your data. Joe
Dernoga (aka Cryptodude), using standard commercially available software tried to "Krak" the initial
password which was ten alpha characters, all lower case, no pro-signs. The program gave him an
estimate of up to 20 hours on a fairly fast computer to break in and he knew the password and set
the search parameters. We will be using a 13 character mixed alpha/numeric password when we get
to running this. For those of you not really Crypto orientated, that is a password with about 13 to the
36th power combinations. You do the math. No known spammer is going to bother going to that
effort.
For those of you concerned about the rising tide of spam into your mailboxes, two things:
1. Do a Google using your own e-mail address, or try hofreunion@dejazzd.com as a check, to find all
the public listings of your address. If your address is listed somewhere in the world, in a guest book,
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news-group or website, then you have become spam-bait and only an address change will stop it. You
could consider a "throw-away" address if you generally sign in to public accounts like these.
2. According to my server, and several other organizations contacted, the latest crop of spam is not
currently block-able by existing programs. If you are receiving multitudes of "pump and dump" stock
tips or drug ads, prefaced with verbal random junk, you might notice that those "buy now" tips are
actually an embedded .gif file, which are not readable by the current blocking programs. As to how
they got your address, see para 1 above. That and compromised computers are the normal source.

New Hof Reunion mail address and phone number... Please
note!

Hof Reunion Association
6855 S. River Rd
Geneva, OH 44041-9348
hofreunion@adelphia.net
Tel- 440-466-5867
Our new Officers' e-mail addresses
Don Riverkamp - President
river1940@sbcglobal.net
Stu Sturdevant - First Vice President
Stuclan@earthlink.net
Chuck Wilson - Second Vice President
cwilson940@aol.com

Thank You...
Just a note to thank everyone who planned the reunion in Hof this year. We had a wonderful time. It
was a great event.
Thank you so much!
Jerry & Ruth Smeal

All:
Welcome back from Hof. Loving the newsletters and wishing I could have gone. Why does that little slice
of time loom so large in a person's life? It does in mine.

Jack Farrell

WE know where all the bodies are buried...
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Anybody care to ID "One Beer Benny", laying there on the table? Or maybe his tie was just too tight?

Fernweh Park 2006...

Deear guests from USA,
Many, many thanks for your visiting and your WONDERFUL Signs from your homecities.
I AM SO GLAD. It looks beautiful.
Now, you can find the STORY OF YOUR VISIT in the Hofer Fernwehpark HERE:
www.fernweh-park.de
Read GERMAN Page
Klick on Frontpage "Schilder-Events"
Next "MegaEvents" - read your story on first time
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or Quick Start:
http://www.fernweh-park.net/deu/events/events/index.htm
This is the first one, that can do it.
The next step I will take is to send the people who brought signs a pic of just them with their sign in
the scenery of the fernwehpark" and a press report for your local newspaper to you. But it will take
time. At first, I must present my new film, "Best of the West" in the PREMIERE, then I have time to do
this. Please be patient. Thank you.
Now, i have a problem:
I could´not read all e-mail adresses on the list, many e-mails will bounce, I think
((If you left a sign with Klaus, please email him with your name, town name (or sign info) so that he
can correct any mailing problems. Tnx. ed))
Warm regards
your friends from Hof
Klaus and Erika
God bless America
Klaus Beer Founder: Fernweh-Park Deutschland "Signs of Fame"
http://www.fernweh-park.de/
info@fernweh-park.de

From Helga Häse...
Helga passed along a translation of an article just published in the Hofer Anzeiger
concerning Hof Reunion and Fernweh Park which included the group photo above:!
Hofer Anzeiger, Saturday, 23 September 2006.

Bye Bye... but the signs stay in Fernweh!
"The Hof Fernweh Park was completely in American hands this week. More than 100 Americans who
served at the Hof Kaserne, accompanied by their spouses, were visiting their former “old home” where
they have left their hearts, during their Hof Reunion. Even today they are still crazy about the great
“Hofer Wärschtla” and the good Hofer Bier. The organizers of the Hof Reunion, Robert Hörath and
Chuck Wilson asked the participants of this trip of memories to Hof to also bring along as many
signs as possible from their home towns."
"The response was – according to press reports – overwhelming. More than 50 signs from Texas,
California, Maryland, Delaware, Maine, Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan, Florida or Idaho are now enriching
the Hofer Fernwehpark. The American guests, who traveled back to the USA on Friday said: We are
leaving the signs of our hometowns in Hof and are taking back to America, the Wärschlta and a lot of
bottles of good Hofer Bier."

Reno2007
Time to mark up your calendars, start saving your travel pennies, get that vacation
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request in and make your travel plans. We will see you at the Eldorado Hotel/Casino
September 2-7, 2007 in what we hope will be the biggest, bestest and baddest Reunion
that we have had to date. For those of you that either haven't been to a reunion yet
or have skipped the last few, they just get better and better. The Chairmen with their
able assistants always look back to see how the next Reunion can be better than the
last, and frankly, after Hof2006 that could be tough to top, but Excelsior is the motto!

From the MIK...
Just finshed posting the first HOF album and thought I'd send you a link to check it out.
http://members19.clubphoto.com/thomasl769055/4861834/owner-71b8.phtml

Tom Mikloiche

>From Joe Eberhardt..
Glad to hear everyone had a great time in Hof. It broke my heart that we couldn't go, but in the
meantime, life has gotten much more complicated.here.
Joe

Lois Schwoch checking back in...

I had a virus in my computer and then I had so many companies on my
EMAIL that I had to change my user name and host net. Oct 12 th I am
having Open Heart Surgery again this time it is my Mitro Valve
Replacement. I need everyone’s Prayers. I or my son Larry will let you all
know the out come. Hopefully I will do as well as the last time. Hope
everyone had a good time in HOF/Saale.
Love Lois
Lois can now be reached at loisshwoch@sbcglobal.net

Another Spam laff!
Not even Brit bankers talk or write this way! This gentleman wants to give the Reunion Association a
portion of 26,000,000 Pounds Sterling because:
Greetings from Mr. Chris Berlamont, please do not be
perplexed with this note. The letter is not intended to cause you any
embarrassment in whatever form (hence not an unsolicited mail), but to
rather contact your esteemed dignified personnel after following your
knowledge of high repute and trustworthiness. I will first introduce
myself as Mr. Chris Berlamont, a staff in the audit section of a wellknown bank, here in London, England.
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I gave him Nate's address...

From: William Wiemann
In an update I saw where Joe Megrant had died. Wow, I was a good friend of Joe while he was here
(in Hof). I always wondered how Joe was doing and where he ended up in the States.
Do you know anybody that knew him well and could give me the story of his life after leaving the
USAF?
Bill bill.wiemann@t-online.de

FROM: sallyc1@comcast.net
re; Joining

Hi My first school in Germany was Hof – 1970-71. My principal was Ms. Parsons. In the e-mail I
received from AOSHA, I didn’t see any of the teachers I taught with, but know of 4 & have forwarded
the e-mail to them. Sure, I would love to join & support the organization! Send me information!
Sally Marr Cornelison

From the editor...
Does anybody have a current email address for Jim Beard of Branson, MO?
Jerry

The Association Treasurer, Nathan & Ute Sparks, have been on an extended vacation in
Germany since the first week in September. They are not expected to return home to
California until the last week of October. Those of you that renewed your membership in late
August, September and early October are probably wondering what has happened to your
check. Now you know. We can assure you the check will be deposited into the Association
Bank Account by the first week of November.
We thank you for your continued support and understanding.
Evelin Baier Schwartz (Widow of Jerry Schwartz – AP) would love to hear from anybody that
may remember her.

CHANGE OF EMAIL ADDRESS & CORRECTIONS:
Lois Schwoch
= loisschwoch@sbcglobal.net
Arnie & Nettie Burnett Bullhead City, AZ = missnettie@frontiernet.net.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL:
Joe & Jean Ameling
Hurley & Mary Blackmon
Bill & Bobbie Bacon
Dick & Jean Barry
Dr Eric Bergstrom
Ron & Joyce Coey
Richard & Maria Fry
Tony & Adi Gambone
Reuben Green

FY7
FY7
FY7
FY7
FY8
FY7
FY7
FY7
FY7

jameling9430@comcast.net
hblackmon668@aol.com
bbbac@verizon.net
dickbarry@juno.com
FAX 626-395-7769
ronjoyce@charter.net
martinmoreno@netzero.net
anthony.gambone1942@yahoo.com

352-489-5699
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Tom & Beth Hennessey
Jack Hayes
George McCorry
Dick & Mary Penndorf
Douglas Saxton
Jay Steger
Raymond Startz
Dewey & Irene Tweed
Jerry & Barbara Vitarelli
Thurman Walker

FY7 tom@atsfamily.com
FY7 jackelhyes@cox.net
FY7 585-426-4132
FY7 dickpenn@sbcglobal.net
FY7 dougs@bluegrass.net
FY7 847-251-1049
FY7 913-236-8687
FY7 dtweed@alltel.net
FY7 vitarell@cox.net
FY8 thurmanwalker47@msn.com

NEW MEMBERS:
Gary & linda Hearn
David Sherbs
Evelin Baier Schwartz
Helga Waclawski

FY7
FY7
WE7
FY7

McKeesport,PA
Stockholm, SW
Bristol , PA
Bad Steben, GE

ghearn@yahoo.com
shrubsy1@yahoo.com
215-788-8803
hwaclawski@steben.de

DONATIONS:
Bill & Bobby Bacon
Ron & Joyce Coey
Tony & Adi Gambone
Evelin Schwartz

$10
$10
$10
$15

NEW FINDS:
Joe Ciesielski
Paul C. Fisher
Mona Farris
Shirley Harvill

The Hague, Netherlands joeeuro@yahoo.com
Suwanee, GA 32026 770-889-6838
Carmichael, CA
monafarris@isp.com
Oklahoma City
sharvill55@hotmail.com

FINAL FLYBY LIST;
John (Jack, Jumbo) Kearney
If you know of a deceased Hof Colleague whose name should be placed on the Final Flyby List,
please notify russca@bellsouth.net or HofReunion@aol.com.

LADIES SERVING IN HEAVEN:

Carol Storey

OFF BASE but....One Guy's Opinion...
Hof Reunion Association wrote:
Hey Malcolm:
Hope you and your bike got back in one piece... I held this off as sort of non-reunion related but
after seeing so many folks in Hof becoming more and more physically limited and knowing what
you had been up against but were up to while we were there, I thought I would check back to see
if this "cure" was still working for you, and if it was, stick it in after the update notes as "one guy's
opinion" with thehope that somebody could/would benefit?
One guy's opinion about painful and noisy knees and hips. What I did.
Several of you may have seen me bike to the Quality Hotel at the Hof reunion this
year. I had just spent a little over two months biking around Germany,
Austria, and the Czech Republic. During that time my seat hurt and my leg
muscles twitched, but I had no knee or hip joint pain.
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I ran into a doctor about ten years ago who gave me a tip to keep my knees and
hips from going completely out of whack. At the time, I couldn't wash my car
much below the door handle because I needed to place my knee on the ground to
reach further and that produced lots of pain.
What this doctor said was that I should take Knox gelatine for three months. Take ½ oz.
(14grams) dissolved in juice twice a day on an empty stomach. (He recommended orange juice
with added calcium.) That's 20 minutes before eating or two hours after eating a medium sized
meal. Sometime before the end of the first month I got to wash my car. (The gas station had
started charging more to get it done anyway.) By the end of three months my knees had stopped
making noises and all pain become a distant memory.
Heidi and I both have used the gelatine and we have been surprised about its
long lasting effects. We have found that a pound every year on the anniversary is
enough to keep our knees and hips joints healthy. If you should stress your joints
more, then maybe two pounds would work for you.
Several things: 1. This technique was tried in the VA hospital near Boston ten years before. The
VA doctor gave a speech after he got the results and his comment: "The Drug worked." Gelatine
had become a drug.
2. A three-month's supply works out to 6 pounds. Try to get it in the one-pound cans, check a
restaurant supply store. The small packages that you find in super markets are very expensive and
it takes two to make a ½ oz. You can find it in drug stores, but in smaller containers and with
extra chemicals added at a higher price. Those extras are not necessary.
3. It tastes awful when dissolved in water. Juices will make you want to take it.
4. You can use chicken cartilage, too, but still on an empty stomach.
5. If your knees or hips are hurting you just a little bit, then get a couple of pounds. But the
doctor recommended the full three months.
6. Try to be active, like walking. It helps the process.
7. This benefited both my knees and one hip that needed help, too, but didn't do anything for my
noisy shoulders. Maybe if I would walk on my hands for a while each day that would help.
Grüss Gott,
Malcolm Gaissert

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
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Subject: Hof Connection update #264
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 25 Oct 2006 00:39:31 -0400
To: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>

Hof Connection Update #264
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Three Hofers’ Excellent Motorcycle Adventure...
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Pat Hirner watches and Don and Russ check out their bikes
I remember it was in June 1959 that Caryl Reiff, Russ Fillmore, and I took 3 weeks of leave and
headed south from Hof on our BMW bikes . We had been anxiously planning and looking forward to
this trip for several months. We headed down the autobahn past Nurnberg, through Munich, around
the west end of the Boden-See and into Switzerland. We continued South through Zurich over a pass
in the Alps, through Milan, and East to Venice, down the East coast of Italy, across the Italian Boot to
Rome and as far South as Naples and Pompei. It was on the way to Naples that we ran into trouble.
When rain forced us to take cover in a small Italian village, Caryl and his bike fell as he crossed a slick
wooden bridge and really messed up his knee. Some Italian folks graciously brought us into their
house and helped with first aid as best as they could but Caryl’s knee was hurt rather badly. We ended
up leaving Caryl in the hospital at the U. S. Naval Station in Naples. After visiting Naples and Pompei
with a bike-riding sailor we met, Russ and I headed on back to Hof . Caryl finally made it back on his
bike by himself two or three weeks later. It was an adventure that I will always remember but it was
freshly brought back to me as I toured the Kaserne last month with the Reunion group. Just a little bit
of obscure Hof history that I thought I would share.

Don Spirk
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Packed and ready for the trip!

Travel info...
Though I'd pass this along. Try the below web site for "space a" info.
WWW.PEPPERD.COM
Melvin Hamill

Don Roverkamp wants you to know exactly where he's from!
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Our mess-hall crews never looked THIS good!
Dining Hall
Hüttner Kaserne, Sept 2006

THANKS!
HEY FOLKS - A SUPER DUPER THANKS FOR THE GREAT HOF REUNION THIS YEAR.WE GO TO HOF
WHEN WE GO TO GERMANY ALMOST EVERY YEAR BUT THIS WAS SPECIAL BEING THERE WITH ALL
THE HOFER GANG.BEST TWO YEARS OF MY LIFE..MANY THANKS, HOPE TO SEE YA IN RENO NEXT
YEAR.BYE
WALTER/MARGOT TRIBBLE..
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DON'T WAIT - BLOCK THOSE DATES:
2007 Hof Reunion Association's Annual Reunion will be held at the Eldorado Hotel/Casino, in Reno, Nevada,
September 2-7, 2007. Just looking at some things at the Eldorado, and noticed that they have a place called, "The
Brew Brothers", a Micro-Brewery which was named the Best Brewpub in America by the Nightclub & Bar Magazine.
Eight(8) made on site PLUS a rotating specialty beer. Besides the hospitality room, I guess that's where we can get
a good brew. At the hotel, they have the LaStrada(Northern Italian), Grill Steakhouse(Ole San Francisco decor),
Tivoli Gardens (roast 250 lbs of fresh coffee daily), Roxy (7 settings create European Village atmosphere), and the
Golden Fortune(Authentic Hong Kong Cuisine). The showroom has 580 seats featuring "Les Folie's de Paris", NOT
the "HOF TOP HATTERS", but a good show. The Brew Brothers features live rock, blues bands nightly, The Roxy's
Bar & Lounge has live piano and vocals nightly, and the BuBinga Lounge(except Mondays) has live music, DJ's and
dancing. The Eldorado also has a full service bakery, and a pasta & butcher shop. SO, block those dates in
September 2007 and come join fellow members for a great 2007 HRA reunion.

Don Riverkamp

From the Scanney's......
And do want to thank you along with all the rest of the ol' buddies-really made for a great
reunion....can only begin to imagine how much work you (all) put into getting it together for the week,
not to mention the rest of the year...
...always fun to see the familiar faces & catch up, as well as lots of 'new' ones,too... Trust all the rest
of your vacations went well--and ready for a new year-and another reunion in Reno-see you then-!
Carol and Dan

Membership Renewal:
Larry & Brigitte Coward
Malcolm & Heidi Gaissert
Henry & Evelyn Quarterman
Howard & Patti Resnick

FY7 vortex@syix.com
FY7 mgaissert3@yahoo.com
FY8 hquart@charter.net
FY7 hresnick03@bellsouth.net

Nate Sparks, our Treasurer for "life plus one day" is back stateside and the information flow will
resume as soon as he clears his desk and his email!
And you a reminded that your dues are due before the end of the calendar year...
Send your check for $15.00 for FY-07 to :

Hof Reunion Association
6855 S. River Rd
Geneva, OH 44041-9348
If you would like to verify your current paid-up or renewal status, just send a note to

hofreunion@dejazzd.com
and I will let you know immediately.
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Jerry Mangas

Final Flyby:
Funeral Services for Eleanor Ann Quarterman
The Wife of Henry Quarterman
Friday, 27 October - Viewing (Wake) - sometime in the evening - time to
be determined
Saturday, 28 October - Funeral at 11 o'clock in the morning
The funeral will be held in the following location:
Funeral home:
Gregory B. Levett & Sons, Inc
914 Scenic Hwy
Lawrenceville, GA. 30045
770-338-5558
Home address:
1644 Crestfield Lane
Lawrenceville, GA. 30243
770-682-1031
Courtesy of Roy F. Tiller

Way off base...
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Picture courtesy of Brigitte Foellini

But some of you will be glad to know that you are now possibly healthier
than you were before Hof2006!
A partial listing from an Oregon State University site called:
http://oregonstate.edu/dept/ncs/newsarch/2005/Oct05/beerandcancer.htm
CORVALLIS, Ore. - A compound found only in hops and the main product they are used in - beer - has
rapidly gained interest as a micronutrient that might help prevent many types of cancer.
Researchers at Oregon State University first discovered the cancer-related properties of this flavonoid
compound called xanthohumol about 10 years ago. A recent publication by an OSU researcher in the
journal Phytochemistry outlines the range of findings made since then. And many other scientists in
programs around the world are also beginning to look at the value of these hops flavonoids for
everything from preventing prostate or colon cancer to hormone replacement therapy for women.
"Xanthohumol is one of the more significant compounds for cancer chemoprevention that we have
studied," said Fred Stevens, a researcher with OSU's Linus Pauling Institute and an assistant professor
of medicinal chemistry in the College of Pharmacy. "The published literature and research on its
properties are just exploding at this point, and there's a great deal of interest."
"We can't say that drinking beer will help prevent cancer," Stevens said. "Most beer has low levels of
this compound, and its absorption in the body is also limited. But if ways can be developed to
significantly increase the levels of xanthohumol or use it as a nutritional supplement - that might be
different. It clearly has some interesting cancer chemopreventive properties, and the only way people
are getting any of it right now is through beer consumption."

Your mileage may vary! Ed.

Rose Marie Queen says:
There must be SOMETHING in that beer! I danced all night with a broken foot at the Friday dinner
and didn't notice!
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Subject: Hof Connection update #265
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Tue, 31 Oct 2006 23:38:14 -0500
To: box81714@pacbell.net, thewhthawk@atlantic.net, mhartjes@bellsouth.net,
gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil, plaven@msn.com, tammybales@hotmail.com

Hof Connection Update #265
www.hofreunion.com
11/07/2006
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
***********************************************************************

The New Hof Reunion Address... For ALL correspondence
Hof Reunion Association
6855 S. River Rd
Geneva, OH 44041-9348
440-466-5867
**************************************************
RENO2007 HRA REUNION...
Information about the Reno Reunion, September 2-7, 2007 at the Eldorado Hotel/Casino will be on the Hof
Website, www.hofreunion.com , around the middle of December 2006, and also in the Hof Connection 2007
January Newsletter. Registration form, tour information, tentative schedule of events, meal selections, and code
for hotel registration will be available at that time. However, if
any member in good standing has any questions before that time, please feel free to
email Don Riverkamp, HRA President, and Reunion Chairman. Don can be reached
at river1940@sbcglobal.net or give him a call at 512-258-4894.

****************************************************************************

Another find by the Crypto-dude!...
JERRY,
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I am sure that you heard this when you were going to Russian language
school, but it's the first time for me.
Last night I heard a commentator on FOX news open his editorial with
this,
" I once had a friend who was a Russian linguist at Fort Meade ( he
didn't say NSA ). The linguists had a saying, " we learned to speak
Russian so you won't have to".
JoeD
Joe did some research with the news channel that he heard this on and
found that it comes from a TV commentary on a consumer website called
www.mouseprint.org.... i.e., "...they read the fine print so you don't
have to!"
Mouseprint.org

During The Cold War, Russian language linguists working for U.S. intelligence had a
saying. "We speak Russian so that you won't have to."
One website has run with that principle. In a manner of speaking. Mouse Print dot org
reads the fine print, or the mouse print, in advertising, contracts or product labels. The
site claims its goal is educating the public about the catches or the disclaimers in the
mouse print, or what it refers to as the "gotchas."
*******************************************************************************

And a different find by CA..
>From the book "Hof and der Saale" published in 1966... from the same area almost as the pic on our
website by Jim Kezar. The picture below is from an earlier date.
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********************************************************************************

Phil Murray writes..
I missed seeing Checkpoint Charley but I got the "Wall" ...
.
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For those of you, probably the ladies, scratching their heads... this is
the original "Wall" that the guys occasionally had to "go talk to...". Tim
Henderson claims the unusual... "ability" if you will, of being able to
walk by outside that window behind the plants, which was normally kept
open no matter the outside temp, and tell you the kind of Bier was served
in that particular Gasthaus.
I thought the flowers were a nice touch!

**********************************************************************

Phil Ruth hard at work head-hunting...
I located Dan Feldkamp by e-mail via the military
Hof Air Station section in Classmates.com.
They are looking forward to joining the HRA. I am
mailing them appropriate paperwork. It is appropriate
that the 2007 reunion is in Reno, as they have been
going to Reno for the past 44 years.

**************************************************************************************************

Picture from the Hofer Anzeiger
"In a party atmosphere, Herr Oberburgermeister Dr. Fichter met with about 200 former
American GI's and their relatives in the large Meeting Room of the Rathaus in Hof. This 'Reunion' of
the troops formerly stationed in Hof who were members of the US Army and Air Force, is the third one
in Hof, following the first one in Las Vegas in 1996. "It is simply a beautiful tradition", said OB Fichter,
"that the GI's, who once were here as 'occupiers" are today here as our friends and are again reunited
with the Hofers!". The Guests visited Berlin and Dresden, and also the Hof Kaserne, Döbraberg, and
Mödlareuth. Our picture shows , from the right, Robert Hörath, Chuck Wilson, Lord Mayor Dr.
Fichter, and the Kaserne Commander, Colonel Norbert Reineke."
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OB Dr. Fichter was presented with a Hof Reunion Sweatshirt in honor of the visit, and the OB
treated the large group to Würstla, Scherdelbrau and soft drinks after the reception. Just where else in
the world would you find the Mayor buying ex-GI's beer in the local Courthouse at noon? Where else
indeed! Kulmbach, of course! But that is another story!
*******************************************************************

44 years ago this week...
And since Phil missed the original Check Point Charlie...
10-27-1961 Berlin
Tank to Tank at Checkpoint Charlie

>From wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Checkpoint_Charlie_1961-10-27.jpg
*************************************************

***************************************

Personnel additions, changes, updates and corrections, and
losses....
Change of Address Corrections
Name
Jim Patterson
Colin Hart
Dave Wymard

Address
244 Trout Trail
P.O.Box 1552
5241 NE 14th Terrace

City
Cresent City
Purcell
Fort Lauderdale

State Zip Code
FL
32112
OK
73080
FL
33334

Change of E-Mail Corrections
Name
Jim Patterson

Old E-mail Address

New E-Mail Address

Telephone
386 649-4652
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Ron Suriano
Joseph S. Campbell
Mario Forgione
Ed Crump
Dick Herbert
Thruman Walker

Ronmarilyn@aol.com

Ronmarilyn@adelphia.com
box81714@pacbell.net
858-483-2489
PatriciaK_Forgione@freenet.de
edcrump@charter.net .....

rwherbert@verizon.net
rherbert@sunlink.net
thurmanawalker@adelphia.net thurmanawalker47@msn.com

Membership Renewals
Name
Jerome Vitarelli
Gerald Vineyard
Shirley Harvill
Larry Cowherd
Thomas Mikloiche
James McDaniel
Malcom Gaissert
Henry Quarterman
Howard Resnick
Robert Brock
Robert Brock
Leonard Pape
Leonard Pape
Benjamin Baker

Roster

Year
FY7
FY7
FY7
FY7
FY7
FY7
FY7
FY8
FY7
FY7
FY8
FY7
FY8
FY7

Year

City

E-Mail
vitarell@cox.net
thewhthawk@atlantic.net
sharvill55@hotmail.com
vortex@syix.com
tmik@cox.net
jimsmsgt@msn.com
mgaissert3@yahoo.com
hquart@charter.net
hresnick@bellsouth.net
rhb3@cox.net
rhb3@cox.net
LenPape@wincup.com
LenPape@wincup.com
bhbaker@adelphia.net,

Telephone

New Members
Name

Roster

State

E-Mail

State
TX
KY
WA

E-Mail

Donations
Name
Benjamin Baker
Leonard Pape
Robert Brock

Amount
$10,00
$10,00
$20,00

Comments

Telephone
512-385-1167

Address
1332 Pringle Circle, Austin
2009 Oakville, Russelville
10602 N.Middleton,Spokane

New Finds
Name
George W. Walker
James Holloway
Dan Feldkamp
Lost Members
Final Flyby
Richard Harvill
Larry Lengel
Louis Anderson

jphol@pennyrile.net
jmjrad@comcast.net

Ladies Serving in Heaven
Eleanor Ann Quarterman

Col. Anderson has been listed as deceased in the MHR but was not posted to the Final Flyby.

No virus found in this incoming message.
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Version: 7.1.409 / Virus Database: 268.13.21/509 - Release Date: 10/31/2006
Content-Description: "AVG certification"
Part 1.2 Content-Type:
Content-Encoding:
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quoted-printable
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Subject: Hof Connection update #266(jm) And Complimentary copy to new finds
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Tue, 07 Nov 2006 22:48:16 -0500
To: nnddk@verizon.net, mhartjes@bellsouth.net, gina.rietschel-inman@ramstein.af.mil,
plaven@msn.com, tammybales@hotmail.com

11/08/2006
Hof Connection Update #266
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Veteran's Day, 11/11/2006

Rest easy, sleep well my brothers.
Know the line has held, your job is done.
Rest easy, sleep well.
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Others have taken up where you fell, the line has held.
Peace, peace, and farewell...

What could you buy for a half a billion Reichsmarks???

In late 1923, in Hof, not a whole lot..
According to the book, "A Small History of Hof" in November 1923, an egg cost 35
Milyarden (Billion) Marks, a pound of potatoes was 8 billion Marks, and a pound of
sugar was 270 Billion Reichsmarks! "In July 1923, ein Paar Bratwürste" cost as
much as the finest cow did in 1914"! In Nov 1924 a pound of beef cost a mere Trillion
Reichsmarks, or a "Rentenmark".

SECRET TO HRA SUCCESS:
There are many reasons that the Hof Reunion Association is successful in keeping in
touch with it's members and families. One of the main reasons is communications!
However, if our members change home addresses, telephone numbers, or internet
services, AND don't inform the Hof Reunion Association Adjutant and/or our
Secretary, THEN we lose touch and we don't want that to happen. SO, please notify
us whenever you change a means of the association keeping in contact with you in
order that you get all the weekly updates, and news that is needed to help you stay in
touch with fellow members, and Hofers.
Thank You Very Much!
Don Riverkamp, President = river1940@sbcglobal.net
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ADJUTANT = hofreunion@adelphia.net

SECRETARY = hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Re Phil Murray's pic of the "Wall"...
I talked to a lot of “walls” in Germany but I don’t think I remember any high class walls
with flower pots.
Ken Kelly

Re: Checkpoint Charlie...
>From John Elledge re The Berlin Wall Crisis, 10/61

The "stress and alert levels" were really hot from the moment I arrived in September
1960. This was a while after the Berlin Airlift when the Russians cut off West Berlin,
but "Uncle Wiggly Wings," Lt. Halverstad, and his friends kept flying supplies in. That
was the incident everyone knows about. They no longer remember that we had the
Russians saying that the air traffic in the corridors to and from Berlin covered,
according to their interpretation of the tripartite agreement, only military traffic.
Therefore, they started vectoring in on commercial planes in the corridor. They
became bolder, flying alongside, trying to force them to land at a Soviet airbase.
These things were reported by the commercial pilots and printed in the news. Check
Newsweek or Time.
Then, in 1961, the Berlin Wall went up. The excrement was definitely in the
ventilator! Teufelsberg in Berlin must have been almost totally shut down, fearing
that the Soviets might take the Western Sector and the site with it. All of a sudden,
we had lots of activity there at the site as trailer after trailer was rolled in and a
connecting corridor was built to connect them with each other and with the site. We
were just as rapidly reinforced with personnel from all over. One of my classmates, in
fact, my best friend during school in Syracuse was one of them. I was to later meet
him again in Berlin when he was assigned to the US Military Liaison Mission.
Finally, that eased off, only to be followed by the Cuban Missile Crisis. I remember
sitting out in the car one evening with Bob Mitchell and (I think) Joe Eberhardt,
listening to AFN, Nuernberg, on the car radio because we couldn't get reception on
the set in our apartment. We heard President Kennedy announcing the blockade of
Cuba. At that time, I felt a flood of pride mixed with an equal amount of fear. We
knew that all the Soviet had to do was march across the border and nab us. It never
made me feel very positive when the Army would rush out to the site with their
tanks, hide in the woods, and point the tank muzzles at the site. Hmmmm. Some
protection! The pride was that we were finally drawing a line in the sand, so to speak.
After having sat on our hands during the Hungarian uprising having been so super
careful not to interfere when the so-called German Democratic Public built the wall,
we were finally doing something.
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Incidentally, having observed the building of the Berlin Wall from the vantage of Hof,
ten years later I found myself stationed behind that wall in West Berlin as the Soviets
and the East Germans celebrated with a huge armed forces parade in East Berlin. I
had wanted to go over to observe it and take photos, but the Army colonel in charge
of intelligence for the Berlin Brigade nixed it. I still think that it would have been a
great opportunity to take some nice pictures, but what did an Air Force captain know?
One more memory --- sometime in 1960 or 1961, we had the USAFSS commander
and staff pay a visit to Hof. I was one of the lucky folks tapped to stand in formation
when they showed up. We stood around for an inordinate amount of time. I looked
up into the sky at the unmistakable sound of a jet overhead. Either an F-86 or a
MIG-19 flew over and circled. I was pretty sure it was an F-86 at first, but then it
headed north toward the East German border. We never found out what or from
where the fighter came.
Yes, stress! I swear my son, Johnny's first word was "oblivion." I was walking past his
crib ranting about the prospects of being blown to the same, when I heard Johnny
bubbling out four syllables that, at least in my imagination, sounded like "oblivion."
When the wall came down, I wish we would have had the guts to throw a parade in
New York like the VJ Day parade. We won the Cold War, but never celebrated the
victory. Maybe someday I will write off for that Cold War Veteran certificate, for what
it' worth.
That's but a little of what I recall, though the old brain is succumbing to "Sometimers'
Disease" --- sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't. And don't get me started on
Vietnam. All I can say is that Pogo was right, "We have met the enemy and he is us."
Peace!
John Elledge
One time two striper, three striper, staff sergeant, lieutenant, etc. . . . and finally . .
. colonel the hard way
Chaplain, Retired

For those of you who have never received the certificate that John refers to here:
*******************************
On April 5, 1999 qualifying former and current service members and DoD civilians can apply for a
certificate honoring them for their parts in winning the Cold War .
GENERAL ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
Persons are eligible for the recognition certificate if they have military or civilian service with the War,
Navy or Defense departments between Sept. 2, 1945, and Dec. 26, 1991.
MILITARY ELIGIBILITY:
PROVING MILITARY ELIGIBILITY: Military personnel can use any of the following documents as proof
of service: DD Form 214 (Certificate of Release/Discharge from Active Duty); WD AGO Form 53-55
(War Department Separation Document); or Oath of Office -- Military Personnel or Letter of
Appointment. Army officials caution applicants not to send original documents because they
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cannot be returned.
OBTAINING MILITARY ELIGIBILITY CERTIFICATES: Write to: National Personnel Records Center

(Military Personnel Records)
9700 Page Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63132-5100
CIVILIAN ELIGIBILITY:
PROVING CIVILIAN ELIGIBILITY: Qualifying civilian service can be proved with a Standard Form 50

(Notification of Personnel Action); Standard Form 2809 (Health Benefit Registration Form); an award
certificate with employee's name, name of service or agency, and dates; or retirement forms with the
employee's name, service or agency and dates.
OBTAINING CIVILIAN ELIGIBILITY CERTIFICATES: Write to: U.S. Office of Personnel Management

Employee Service and Record
Center
P.O. Box 45
Boyers, PA 16017-0045
APPLYING FOR THE CERTIFICATE
*VIA INTERNET: Go to http://coldwar.army.mil .
*VIA E MAIL: Contact: cwrs@Fairfax-emh1.army.mil.
BY FAX: Call: (703) 275-6749.
BY MAIL: Send to: Cold War Recognition

4035 Ridge Top Road, Suite 400
Fairfax, VA 22030.
*Applicants should be aware supporting documents must be submitted by fax or mail.
((And will NOT be returned! Do NOT send original 214's))
QUESTION? Call Total Army Personnel Command at (703) 275-6279. This is a Northern Virginia

number, and will be a toll call for those outside the area.

And further on the Berlin Crisis from John...
The dependent evacuation plans were to drive South down the autobahn, hang a
right at Munich and go to France. At one time they were to catch a ship in France, but
then DeGaulle got snippy. The "new" plan was to go through France, over the
Pyrenees to Spain, then hop on a ship. The people that planned this never looked at
some of the cars we owned which would have died part way there.
They wouldn't let the troops know what our plans were, but rumor had it that we
were supposed to be killed by our own people, rather than to fall into the hands of
the Soviets. Oh, boy! My personal plans were to get a pair of lederhosen and a hoe. If
I saw Russians, I would say, "Grüss Gott, Komaraden!"
Blessings!
John

Just a reminder...
Considering the time of year, the fact that dues due-dates are coming up (Still only
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$15.00 a year) I should include the address again.
Please be sure to indicate whether you want a hard copy, and e-copy or a CD-copy
of the roster on your paperwork when you send your check.

Hof Reunion Association
6855 S. River Rd
Geneva, OH 44041-9348
440-466-5867

HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION MEMBERS:
As President of the Hof Reunion Association, I would just like to remind you that if
you are a FY6 on the present HRA Roster, that your FY06 dues will expire on
12/31/06. The Executive Board, and I would love to have our Hof family remain as
one of the best Air Force associations that are very active, and meet yearly at a
location chosen by the majority vote of the membership.
.
If you are not sure if you fall into this category, please contact either myself, Don
Riverkamp at river1940@sbcglobal.net or Jerry Mangas at hofreunion@dejazze.com
or Joe Kessler at hofreunion@adelphia.net .

Who says real men never ask for directions?
Here is our Newsletter editor, Phil Murray, asking for them in Carson City while trying
to find a route to Reno2007!
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Membership Update for 11/8/2006
Update
266

Date: 06-nov-06

Number:
Change of Address Corrections
Name
Freida Foy

Address
2861 Cty Qg

City
Waupaca

State Zip Code
WI
54961

Change of E-Mail Corrections
Name
Dave Wymard
Arch Roberts
Robert Livesey
Dave Sage
Jerry Simonds
Ken Miller

Old E-mail Address

New E-Mail Address

chetandhelen@aol.com

akroberts@frontiernet.net

Telephone
954-202-7890
641-322-4051
406-273-4281

DESAGE72@aol.com
dsage1@kc.rr.com
jerrysimonds@bloomingdaletel.com jlsimonds@bloomingdaletel.com
kmiller98@satx.rr.com
kfmiller@nb.sympatico.ca
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Murray Greer

murrayg@cyou.com

muzogr31@woolcom.net

Membership Renewals
Name
Leonard Bundra
Maurice Dunigan
Murray Greer
Jerry Simonds
Clinton Roberson
Robert Livesey
Robert Livesey
Donald Alley
Donald Ross
Donald Koenig
Robert Rodamer
Norman Hines
Robert Jarboe

Roster

H

H

Year
FY8
FY8
FY9
FY7
FY7
FY7
FY8
FY7
FY7
FY8
FY7
FY8
FY7

E-Mail
Telephone
lenxmar@comcast.net
gkdunigan@earthlink.net
murrayg@cyou.com
jerrysimonds@bloomingdaletel.com
buckkat@bellsouth.net
rnrlivesey@msn.com
rnrlivesey@msn.com
alleydb@mis.net
donross@wildblue.net
Donnkoenig@aol.com
rrodamer@sc.rr.com
NormandUrsi@aol.com
mbjarboe@verizon.net

New Members
Name
James Holloway
Adam Johnson
Dan H. Feldkamp

Roster
H
E
E

Year
62
54
59

City
Russelville
Crofton
Spokane

State
KY
MD
WA

E-Mail
jphol@pennyrile.net
asscmg@aol.com
jmjtrad@comcast.net

State
ME

E-Mail

Donations
Name
Robert Jarboe

Amount
$15,00

Comments

New Finds
Name
Telephone
Norman F. Heggie

Address
33 Appleblossom Lane

nnddk@verizon.net

Lost Members
Final Flyby
Larry Foy

Ladies Serving in Heaven
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No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
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Subject: Hof Connection Weekly Update #267
From: "Don Riverkamp" <river1940@sbcglobal.net>
Date: Wed, 15 Nov 2006 13:23:44 -0600
To: "chuck wilson" <cwilson940@aol.com>

Hof Connection Update #267
www.hofreunion.com

11/15/2006
Jerry Mangas – Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Due to a still undiagnosed problem with my ISP's email connection, this update will be sent
out by Don Riverkamp. At this point we are trying to keep things simple and still convey as
much information as possible. Ed

Did you know... from the way way back machine...
That the City of Hof was founded in 1230 during the Reign of “Otto the Great” AKA “Otto
the First” who was also titled the Margrave of Istrien, the Duke of Meranien, Dalmatia and
Voitland. And also the Count of Andechs and Diessen! That is a bunch of hats to be wearing at
one time! (The actual history of the settlement goes back at least thru the 11th Century and
possibly the 10th.

From Steve Lawrence...
A couple of thoughts on gaining this certificate, which is available to military and civilian U.S.
govt. employees from 1945 to 1991 (darn near everyone!)
First, your DD form *may* include your Social Security number and date of birth, along with
other very private, personal information, which, at this late date, not be carried correctly in
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government computers. You may wish to maintain this autonomy in this age of hacked
computers and i.d. theft. Just a thought, albeit a bit paranoid ... but hey, paranoid was part of
the security training, wasn't it?
The phone number, 703-275-6279, is not longer in service. It'd be just as easy to complete the
application, print it, and use the toll-free fax number to complete the process.
Info from the Web site (which brought in a security certificate warning) follows:
https://www.hrc.army.mil/site/active/tagd/coldwar/us_application.htm
Military Awards Branch

Application for Cold War Recognition Certificate
U.S. Residents

From AB Camercon..
Re: Thanks for Serving, a Veteran's day internet messsage
Now more than ever …
… as America continues its fight against terror …
as American troops put themselves in harm’s way …
as America’s citizens learn that freedom isn’t free
Now more than ever, we are so grateful for your service and sacrifices for our country.
In honor of Veterans Day, thank you!

The best thing about serving was the people you came to know. Now, through the
Association, the friendships continue to expand, even with those whose service did not
coincide with our own.
I gave a speech about this yesterday and today, I get this wonderful confirmation that I was
indeed correct. Godspeed to all and thanks.
AB Cameron

JANUARY 2007 HOF CONNECTION NEWSLETTER:
Members in good standing with the HOF Reunion Association that have any information, stories, and/or
photos that you would like to share with the membership in the upcoming 2007 January Newsletter,
please email them to one of the following by December 1st, 2006.
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Phil Murray, Editor

philm_hra@attwb.net

Jerry Mangas, Secretary

hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Our newsletter editor has set this date in order to get the newsletter out in early January with three
major holidays, (Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Years Eve), over the next month and a half.
Thanks for your input and support of the association.

Marvin Hale wrote:
Hi all,
My wife, Margit, and I were in the area of Hof during the
reunion and stopped in the hotel twice. I left on the
bulletin board an 8x10 photo of an unexpected act of
German/American friendship. Our landlord had raised
am American flag in front of his 3 story home for 6 weeks.
I had hoped it would be shared among the troops.
There is a good chance we will join you all in Reno.
Later, Marvin Hale (602-61/63) and (606-73/74)

From the Veteran's Administration via Jerry Middendorf...
Dear Service member or Veteran:
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I am writing to share with you the most current information regarding the theft of a laptop and
a hard drive containing personal identifying data on service members and veterans. You
should have received a prior letter from me explaining that an employee took home electronic
data from the VA, which he was not authorized to do. The data were downloaded to the hard
drive. The employee's home was burglarized and the laptop and hard drive were stolen.
I am pleased to report that both the laptop and the hard drive have been recovered thanks to
hardworking law enforcement officials in the local and federal communities. Based on the
results of forensic tests, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has told us that they are

highly confident the highly sensitive data were not accessed.
Given the FBI's high degree of confidence that the information was not compromised,
individual credit monitoring will not be necessary. However, VA has obtained data breach
analysis services as a means of further ensuring no misuse of this data occurs in the future.
Data breach analysis is used to detect patterns of misuse related to a specific data loss
incident. While it is highly unlikely that the data were accessed, data breach analysis will
provide back-up assurances.
In addition, we encourage all service members and veterans to be extra vigilant and carefully
monitor their financial records. For information on how to protect yourself against identity
theft, please visit the Federal Trade Commission's Web site (www.consumer.gov/idtheft) or
call 1-877-438-4338.

Apologies for the security breach were also added.but trimmed to save some space...

Weekly Personnel update...
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Subject: Hof Connection Update #268 complimentary copies to new finds!
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2006 10:03:20 -0500
To: mlvnrich@yahoo.com, Elfriede285@aol.com, siand@mindspring.com

Hof Connection Update #268
11/22/2006
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Courtesy of Dean Reed:

MAY YOUR STUFFING BE TASTY,
MAY YOUR TURKEY BE PLUMP.

MAY YOUR POTATOES 'N GRAVY HAVE NARY A LUMP.
MAY YOUR YAMS BE DELICIOUS,
MAY YOUR PIES TAKE THE PRIZE,
MAY YOUR THANKSGIVING DINNER STAY OFF OF YOUR
THIGHS.
HAVE A WONDERFUL 2007 THANKSGIVING !!!!!
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From "The Capitol Online" (Annapolis)
Ginny and Walt Shifflett sent me a photo of themselves presenting an Annapolis city sign to
Klaus Beer, the initiator of an exotic Sign Post Forest in Hof, Germany. Mr. Shifflett was
stationed with the Air Force 6915th Security Group, Hof Air Station from 1967 to 1970 with his
wife and their four children.
About 150 veteran,s who were previously assigned to the air station located near the East
German border during the Cold War, returned to their annual reunion in September. They were
greeted by the Hof mayor and the commander of the Air Force unit that now occupies the facility
used formerly by the Air Force.
Signs from the home towns all over the United States were brought by the participants to be
posted.
Mr. Beer, who is a globetrotter and movie maker from Hof, came back with this idea from
Watson Lake, Canada, where he found a sign post forest with more than 50,000 signs. For
information, see www.fernweh-park.de. These signs now welcome visitors from all over the
world. (Errors are "The Capitol"'s. ed.)
**************************

Billy Main is in Hospital
FROM: Billy Main's Son, George (Robb)
11/20/06
My father, Bill, had a stroke on Nov. 14. The stroke was due to a 90% blockage of an artery in
his brain, in a small area that we use to compile speech and organize speech. The stroke has
effected his ability to speak, right leg (though has improved greatly) and use of his right arm is
very limited (He can shrug only).He also is confined to a wheel chair.
He has been in Acute Rehabilitation, for the past 5 days, and has shown very good improvement.
Today he was able to take a few steps with use of a cane.
He is scheduled to be released on 11/29/06.

If you would like to correspond to him, (please don't call the hospital) The address for the
hospital is:
Mercy General Hospital
Acute Rehab Program
William Main/Rm 165
4001 J Street
Sacramento, ca. 95819
Bill's son,
George Robb Main
speedsense@sbcglobal.net
*********************************

A pic from Al Schneider's collection...
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>From 1962, looking at the 2nd Cav tanks across the parade ground from the stable. (AKA
'speed bumps'. ed)

Here's a good pic of the Army tanks that were going to blow us up if necessary....
Notice the church tower upper left, that was being built in late '62.

Pic via CA Russell.
*************************************

RENO2007...

RENO - SEPTEMBER 2-7, 2007:
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Although full details on the 2007 Hof Reunion in Reno will not be available on the Hof Website until
sometime in December, and in the 2007 January Hof Connection Newsletter, would like to past this
information unto the active membership concerning hotel reservations at the Eldorado..
RESERVATIONS can be made starting immediately and ending Friday, August 3rd, 2007 by contacting the
Eldorado Hotel Group Reservations Department at 1-800-648-5966. It is very important that when calling
and making your reservations that you reference the associations' group block HOF REUNION, as well as,
our special group code HOF2007 to ensure the proper rates and accommodations are assigned. The
Eldorado has agreed to block 200 rooms at the rate of $49.99 plus tax for a Deluxe Accommodations
(Sunday-Thursday), and Deluxe Rooms for Friday and Saturday for $119.99. Player Spa Suites are $129.99
per night. The hotel DOES NOT ACCEPT Saturday prior arrivals at these prices. The accommodations are
based on single and double occupancy. A $10 nightly charge, per person, will apply should more than two
persons occupy a room. Early arrival and late departures, other than listed above, will be confirmed on a
space and rate availability basis. Reservations received after Midnight, August 3rd, 2007, will only be
accepted on a space and rate availability basis.

****************************************
Administrative notes:

SECRET TO HRA SUCCESS:
There are many reasons that the Hof Reunion Association is successful in
keeping in touch with it's members and families. One of the main reasons is
communications! However, if our members change home addresses, telephone
numbers, or internet services, AND doesn't inform the Hof Reunion Association
Adjutant, and/or our Secretary, THEN we lose touch and we don't want that to
happen. SO, please notify us whenever you change a means of the association
keeping in contact with you in order that you get all the weekly updates, and
news that is needed to help you stay in touch with fellow members, and Hofers.
Thank You Very Much!
Don Riverkamp, President = river1940@sbcglobal.net
Joe Kessler, ADJUTANT = hofreunion@adelphia.net
Mangas, SECRETARY = hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Jerry

JUST A REMINDER...
Considering the time of year, the fact that dues due-dates are coming up
(Still only $15.00 a year) I should include the address again.
Please be sure to indicate whether you want a hard copy, and a-copy or a
CD-copy of the roster on your paperwork when you send your check.

HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION
6855 SO. River Rd
Geneva, OH 44041-9348
440-466-5867
HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION MEMBERS:
As President of the Hof Reunion Association, I would just like to remind you that if you are a FY6
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on the present HRA Roster, that your FY6 dues will expire on 12/31/06. The Executive Board,
and I would love to have our Hof family remain as one of the best Air Force associations that are
very active, and meet yearly at a location chosen by the majority vote of the membership.
.
If you are not sure if you fall into this category, please contact either myself, Don Riverkamp at
river1940@sbcglobal.net , Jerry Mangas at hofreunion@dejazze.com ,or Joe Kessler at
hofreunion@adelphia.net .
** A LITTLE ONLINE SURVEY: A few of our members have inquired about the possibility of a 5
day cruise as a possible option for a future reunion. Prior to taking the time to investigate this
option with cruise lines, we would like to take a little survey on what our membership feels about
this possible option. One of the concerns is not being able to be together for a luncheon buffet
and our semi-formal banquet. Please email our president, Don Riverkamp,
river1940@sbcglobal.net , with your interest and/or ideas about this option. Thanks...

***********************************************************

From the Mik!
Tom Mikloiche has put together 5(!!!) new albums of the Hof2006 Reunion for your viewing
pleasure! And they are worth a look!
www.clubphoto.com use alias tmik@cox.net and look for the 5 NEW ALBUMS --Hof Reunion #'s 1 & 2 Hofers in Austria 2006 Hofers in the Czech Republic 2006and The Kulmbach / 14 Saints tour

*******************************************

Almost but not quite...
Good morning (my time--Arlington, VA/10mins to White House)..
Today I found a msg on my answering svc stating that I was once stationed
at Hof, Germany.......and, invited me to either call or log onto this website....
Being old and tired, I chose the "logon."
Your have the name correctly entered in you "missing" list. However, I was
never stationed at Hof..........I was a member of the 6910th Radio Group Mobile
from 1957 to 1961.........Processed thru Sembach AFB, but had orders directly
to Berlin--Tempelhof Air Base. That's where I spent the above indicated time
period. Left Berlin just before "the wall" was installed.
Returned to US in 1961--stayed about a year--then, returned to Germany.
Spent years 1962-1966 in Downtown Frankfurt (ofc cross street from
Messegelaende (?spelling), and at Rhein-Main AB and Wiesbaden Air
Station......During this period, visited Hof area, but was assigned to Air
Intelligence Wing and 1127th Field Activities Group............Returned to
US in 1966--retired in Jun 1968.
Did not intend to write a lengthy bio sketch, but I thought someone reading
this might remember an aging alte Deutscher like myself......
Lotsa memories over there--surely wish attendees all the best for a fantastically
successful and uber-pleasant reunion.
Millionen tausand mal dank.

Royce G. Borden (aka: Ray Borden)
ulsicfund@aol.com
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*********************************************

From Wayne Bennett...
Picture recognition, equal second from the right Larry Shriver. Ask him about it.

The referenced pic was of 4 unknown guys, sitting on or close to the floor on a step in what
looked to be quite a party. ed

******************************

And more Admin stuff...
JANUARY 2007 HOF CONNECTION NEWSLETTER:
Members in good standing with the Hof Reunion Association that have any information, stories, and/or
photos that you would like to share with the membership in the upcoming 2007 January Newsletter, please
email them to one of the following by December 1st, 2006.
Phil Murray, Editor

philm_hra@attwb.net

Jerry Mangas, Secretary

hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Our newsletter editor has set this date in order to get the newsletter out in early January with three major
holidays, (Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Years Eve), over the next month and a half. Thanks for your
input and support of the association.

A Hof2006 photo collection from Jerry Middendorf...
This is a professional grade presentation, and a long download, but worth the time and effort. Opt for the
smaller pictures unless you are on really High Speed!
http://photoshow.comcast.net/watch/WQ7Hx7fk

A portion of a VA piece forwarded by Ken Kelley.

VETERANS BENEFIT
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The Aid and Attendance benefit is designed for people in licensed nursing homes or
requiring regular attendance of another person.

IT ASSISTS VETERANS with up to $20,916 per year for out-of-pocket
expenses. Surviving spouses may qualify too.
IT COVERS MEDICAL expenses including doctor visits, assisted-living
facilities, nursing home, co-payments, insurance premiums, and more.
IT IS AVAILABLE to honorably discharged veterans, either 65 or
disabled, who served 90 days or more on active duty, with at least one day
during war time.
FOR INFORMATION:
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, 1-800-827-1000 or 1-877-222-8387 or at www.va.gov; or
951-676-9996 or at www.linksamg.com

Change of E-Mail Corrections
Name
Emeryk Robert

Old E-mail Address
emerys@trilobyte.net

New E-Mail Address
emerys@xmission.com

Telephone

E-Mail
None
rwchrist@excel.net
chuck.davis1@earthlink.net
mdetzler@juno.com
emerys@trilobyte.net
williamhowell236@hotmail.com
robertmcauliffe@webtv.net
cmccabe3@earthlink.net
jmam1988@aol.com
noehome@bellsouth.net
pjrief57@hotmail.com
czlingie@yahoo.com
JSRE@rcn.com
Shultzee@worldnet.att.net

Telephone
985-229-4409
920-876-3455
317-240-1996
325-356-1929
435-882-5340
336-627-8776
714-637-6524
607-733-4568
480-699-6069
770-987-1836
863-956-1968
301-733-2809
603-926-7127
407 859-4580

Membership Renewals
Name
Bales, Freddy J.
Christianson, Ralph W.
Davis, Charles J Jr.
Detzler, Michael
Emery, Robert A.
Howell, William
McAuliffe, Robert A.
McCabe, Charles R.
Motherway, John
Noe, William
Rief, Jack
Ruth, Phillip
Simpson, Jackson
Ward, Robert J.

Roster
H
H

H
H

H

Year
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2007
2008
2007
2008
2007
2007
2006

New Members
Name
Heggie, Norman

Roster Year
H
2007

City
Westfield

State
MA

E-Mail
nnook@verizon.net
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Donations
Name

Amount

Comments

Telephone
513-932-3098
321-783-1528
570-678-7602

Address
State
6666 St.Rte. 48-Springboro OH
8726 Lantana Ct. Cape Canv. FL
P.O.Box 84 - MountainTop
PA

New Finds
Name
Anders, James D
Andrews, Silas
Rich, Melvin

E-Mail
Elfriede285@aol.com
siand@mindspring.com
mlvnrich@yahoo.com

Lost Members
Final Flyby
Mollahan, Robert

Ladies Serving in Heaven
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Subject: Hof Connection Update #269 - Complimentary issue to new finds.
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 29 Nov 2006 10:56:35 -0500
To: jgemeinhardt@geomartin.com, Alicia_Krinning@msn.com

Hof Connection Update #269
12/01/2006
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

To answer the same question from several members...
About why you get a newsletter addressed as Complimentary to New Finds...
I send every "new find" with an email address one issue, the current one with their name listed on it.
They don't receive another until Joe tells me that dues are in hand. Then they go on the regular address
list. So unless we JUST came up with your name... you aren't the new find. The addresses in the clear
probably are although there are several members whose servers require their mail to be addressed this
way to avoid the spam traps.
And speaking of spam traps. I do not fill out requests to your server to send you email thru your filters. If
you have a system that requires that, you will have to put the hofreunion address on yourself.

I am NEVER going to complain about Hoferwetter again!
Or anybody else's...
Check out this weather report for Yakutsk, in Russia, 8468 Klicks east and north of Moscow,
thanks to a lead from Phil Ruth.

Detailed Local Forecast - Tuesday through Saturday of this week
How to Read This
Tonight: Cloudy skies. Low -34F. Winds light and variable.
Tomorrow: Cloudy skies. High around -30F. Winds light and variable.
Tomorrow night: Overcast. Low near -35F. Winds light and variable.
Thursday: Cloudy. High -28F. Winds light and variable.
Friday: Snow showers early. Highs -19 to -23F and lows -29 to -33F.
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Saturday: Mostly Cloudy. Highs -14 to -18F and lows -20 to -24F.
» View 6-10 Day Extended Forecast
Hof/Saale by comparison, looks positively balmy, with forecast temps in the +30 to +50°F range thru
the next 5 days! The Hof weather link in English is here:
http://www.wunderground.com/cgi-bin/findweather/getForecast?query=Hof%2C+Germany

If you plan to travel to Hof for Christmas...

The annual Kristkindlmarkt will be up and running until the 21st of Devcember and is located all around
the St. Michaeliskirche Statt.

There is a lot of "what's happening in Hof for Christmas" info here: http://www.hof.de/hof_deu/index.htm
and click the 'neuigkeiten' link.
And if you have not been back since your last tour... Things have changed! Hof is now a center of
'culture' and has "Everything a person needs!". For a peek at the upgrades go here:
http://www.hof-und-hochfranken.de/infos_kultur.html

But back stateside:
If you live anywhere within comfortable driving distance...
Of Mifflinburg PA, which is roughly half way between Williamsport and Harrisburg, you might like to check
out what is billed as the most authentic Kristkindlmarkt in the States. It happens on the 7th, 8th and 9th
of December and apparently offers everything from Goulash to Glühwein, and even St. Nikolaus will be
there.
By the way... Santa Claus, according to a Deutsche Welle link forwarded by Dirk Vallo, is an invention
of Coca Cola and will be banned this year from many German and Czech Kristkindlmarkts! He is to be
replaced by St. Niklas. (I thought they were one and the same, along with the Russian Dyad' Moroz in
tradition, but I guess not?)
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Website for the Kristkindlmarkt or as they say it, the Christkildl Market is:
http://www.mifflinburgpa.com/christkindl.htm And there are links to accomadations there as well.

And up on the rooftop there arose such a clatter...
Santa'd fallen from his sleigh... it was no laughing matter

Forwarded by CA Russel... but we have no photog or Santa isted for this pic.
Anybody know?

And if you would like...
To take a peek at what is going on at the Untreusee just south of Hof, plus the weather stats, go here:
http://www.untreusee-hof.de/webcam.php.

A bit of sad information...
Hof Reunion friends,
After reading #268, we were reminded to ask if you received the information about Eris Sessions? I
emailed Chuck shortly after her death with cancer but not sure if you received it. She passed away
October 16, 06 in Montgomery, Al. We hope to go by and see Charles next week when we go to
Montgomery for Jim's tax class.
Charles and Eris Sessions were stationed at Hof from l965-68. He worked in Supply. They were very
active in the chapel and Eris was the PWOC president one or two years. They both were very active in all
chapel activities. They had many friends during those years because they were such caring people.
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Thanks,
Jim and JayDell Johnson jimjaydell@aol.com

And a request for info...
From Alicia Krinning, Winnsboro, Texas: First, thank all of you, including spouses and children, for your
service and dedication to our country. Second, I am Harold Krinning's daughter-in-law. I knew the man
he had become in his older years. Unfortunately, I will never personally know the man he was before.
There isn't a lot my husband remembers about his dad during the time he was in the USAF, other than he
was rarely home due to deployments and night shifts. I would like to be able to give my son the
knowledge of who and what his grandfather was. I would greatly appreciate it if anyone who may have
any stories, pictures, or anecdotes about Harold Krinning, would please share these with me. I think he
was stationed over there around 1962. Thank you all again. Alicia_Krinning@msn.com
Any of you that knew Alicia's dad or want to let her know what those times and Hof were like, please drop
her a line. Ed.

Watch this clip....
And you will just positively want to re-enlist! Neat pictures of the "Real Air Force" which is the way some
in the operations group personnel referred to the non-Security Service commands! Notice the flyover of
the Navy fleet by the B-2 and friends!

http://patriotfiles.org/AirPower.htm
Link supplied by Don Ross

RENO2007 UPDATE...:
Great News - We are ahead of schedule, and Barry Springsteen, our webmaster, has put the 2007
Reno Information, Registration Form, and Tour Registration Form on the HOF Website. Visit
www.hofreunion.com and click on 2007 Reunion. Your will be able to read information about the
Reno reunion, tentative schedule, and be able to print out the two forms; Registration and Tour
Forms. This information will also be in our hardcopy 2007 January Hof Connection Newsletter
which will be mailed out in January 2007. Information concerning tee-shirts, and any other
reunion highlights will be forthcoming in our weekly updates, and in special emails in the first
quarter of 2007.
Don Riverkamp
An El Dorado 'deluxe' room below
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Personnel Changes, updates and Additions from our Adjutant,
Joe Kessler
Update Number:

269

Date:

27-Nov-06

Change of Address Corrections
Name
August, Larry S.
Miller, Kenneth

Address
115 Barrett Cir.
12 Hampton East

City
Anderson
Seguin

State Zip Code
SC
29621
TX
78155-6557

Change of E-Mail Corrections
Name
August, Larry S.
Miller, Kenneth
Murray, Phil
Pintello, Rod

Old E-mail Address
New E-Mail Address
l.ausgust@comcast.ne
laugust@charter.net
kfmiller@nb.sympatico.ca kmiller98@satx.rr.com
philm11@earthlink.net philm_hra@attwb.net
pintello@garlic.com
pintello@charter.net

Telephone
864-314-8555

Membership Renewals
Name
August, Larry S.
Blankenship, Gisela G.
Derby Jr, James C.
Freddie, Al T.
Gallimore, Jack M.
Haywood, Daniel H.
Johnson, Loren (Lynn) L.
Laury, Thomas D.
McKowen, Dan
Miller, Kenneth
Unger, Loran

Roster
H
E
H
E
E
E
CD
E
E

Year
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2007
2007
2007
2009
2007

E-Mail
laugust@charter.net
Gismaus@bellsouth.net
qeid@verizon.net
afreddie@bellsouth.net
jackmgallimore@earthlink.net
heydanwood@aol.com
Lynn12904@yahoo.com
tom.laury@att.net
mckown4@cox.net
kmiller98@satx.rr.com
uloran@adelphia.net

Telephone
864-314-8555

New Members
Name

Roster Year

City

State

Amount
$20.00

Comments
Air Force Enlisted Foundation

Telephone

Address

E-Mail

Donations
Name
Miller, Kenneth

New Finds
Name

State

E-Mail
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Gemeinhardt, James L
Sandblom, Russell .
Throm, Roger

510-728-0840
603-432-3761
716-681-4504

18540 Center St.-Castro
Valley
6 Aiken St - Derry
31 Nanette Dr - Elma

CA

jgemeinhardt@geomartin.com

NH
NY

None
None

Lost Members
Final Flyby
Krinning, Harold, Sept 2005

Ladies Serving in Heaven

And a Contribution by Gary Shilling...

My Tour at Hof

by Gary

It was frigid weather in the winter of fifty-six
The cold-war also had our country in a fix
We arrived at the Bahnhof in the dark of night
The game of Intelligence the next day to fight.

For thirty –one days the thermometer was minus
But maintenance in the dead of night was the onus
Frostbite could happen in the blink of an eye
But to clean those slip-rings it was do or die

The snow was nearly a half meter deep
The only place warm was the shelter, you creep
Parkas were only for the officer cadres
We got a sweater if lucky, or long-johns from AFES

Our faces would tingle and toes would go numb
Complaining brought more duty, so most remained dumb
But in evening there was the movie, or radio AFN
Or letters from home to remind us where we had been.

Then after the spring weekend, the summer was cool
The mess hall meals hardly made one drool
But the SummerFest was exciting, the rides quite a wonder
And those drinking bier would tables slide under.
And on occasion a Family Fest, your wandering discovered
It was as if a new family you by chance had recovered
Amid rindfleisch und schnops and language confusion
You were welcomed with “prost” and a cheery illusion.
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The duty was duty and time-off brought little rest
But we were fortunate to be serving with the very best
We made a time-off circuit from Amsterdam to Rome
And then finally came the time to rotate back home.
For some it was re-up for others it was start college
Either way you were destined to acquire more knowledge
For me it was an Electrical Engineering degree to pursue
A career supporting the Armed Forces, what more could I do.
For forty more years, my work was electrons to guide
>From Thailand to Bahrain even in Kwajalein to hide
And more time in Germany with visits to the canal zone
Now its reunions with dear friends, perhaps even an ice cream cone.
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Subject: Hof Connection Update #270
From: Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
Date: Wed, 06 Dec 2006 00:12:20 -0500
To: Jerry <jmangas@dejazzd.com>, Hof Reunion Association <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>,
bert2021@aol.com

Hof Connection Update # 270
www.hofreunion.com
12/06/2006
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Info from Jerry Miiddendorf for all you world travelers out there.. .
'Passport cards' should be available by 2008

The State Department says passports take too long to process at high-volume checkpoints.
They are developing a "passport card." The new card will have your information embedded
on it electronically. It will communicate wirelessly with Immigration and Customs
Enforcement computers. The cards will work much like a toll tag on the highway. By the
time you get to the front of the line, the border inspector would have your information. New
passport rules: Beginning January 8, 2007, travelers to and from the Caribbean,
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Bermuda, Panama, Mexico, and Canada will be required to have a passport or other
secure, accepted document to enter or reenter the US from another country.

Re the piece printed earlier on VA benefits. ..
(i.e., IT IS AVAILABLE "to honorably discharged veterans, either 65 or disabled, who served 90 days or more
on active duty, with at least one day during war time ". with the question being, does our service during the very
Cold War count? )
My VA source said to call the too free 1-800-227-1000 to check on your eligibility for these "war-time" benefits. He
had no further info or suggestions on this one.

Jerry Middendorf...
has put together a very nice photo-show of the Hof2006 Reunion. downloading it is customizealbe to any speed
download from the cable guys to the 28K modem guys...
Go here: http://photoshow.comcast.net/watch/WQ7Hx7fk click on "watch" and then chose your speed.

The Mick
has also prepared quite a show for you...
http://members19.clubphoto.com/thomasl769055/4861834/guest.phtml
"I just finished 4 more ALBUMS ( With about 100 Photo's in each one ) and posted them to my
www.clubphoto.com website (alias is tmik@cox.net ) This should be enough for everyone that didn't attend to get
an idea of the fun we had as I put up 2 from the HOF REUNION and one from our side trips to the CZECH
REPUBLIC - AUSTRIA and the TOUR to KULMBACH & THE CHURCH of THE 14 SAINTS - We did NOT go
on the BERLIN or LEIPZIG tours so someone else will have to publish those somewhere. Special THANKS to KEN
KIELBANIA for his contribution of OVER 1100 photos that I had to whittle down...."
LOL Mick (Tom Mikloiche)
And Peter Payne just sent me a CD and a video with quite a few pics from the reunion that I will have to check
and include as time goes on...

When sending in your 15$ yearly dues to...

HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION
6855 SO. River Rd
Geneva, OH 44041-9348
please be sure to specify what format you would like to receive your roster in... Hard copy by regular mail, E-copy
by E-mail or a copy of the roster plus other information on a CD?

Reno2007...
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Reno (rē'nō), city (1990 pop. 133,850), seat of Washoe co., W Nev., on the Truckee River; inc. 1903. Tourism has
been the major industry since gambling was legalized in Nevada in 1931. With its resort facilities, night
entertainment, and casinos, Reno is a year-round vacation spot and convention center. It became famous for the
quick divorces and marriages that take place there under Nevada's liberal laws. The city's activity has resulted in its
slogan “the biggest little city in the world.”
Reno is one of the fastest-growing U.S. cities. It has an international airport and serves as a distribution and
warehouse center, where commercial goods can be stored tax-free for nearby manufacturing plants. Concrete,
automated gaming systems, Western buckles and accessories, beverage dispensers, and plastic and metal products
are manufactured. There is alfalfa processing and mining for gold and silver.
The site was once a popular campsite beside a ford on the Donner Pass route to California; in 1860 a bridge was
built. The name Lake's Crossing was changed to Reno when the Central Pacific RR arrived in 1868 and the town
was laid out. In the 1990s officials began deemphasizing gambling; one result was the building of the National
Bowling Stadium.
Reno is the seat of the Univ. of Nevada, with its school of mines museum and Desert Research Institute. The city is
also the headquarters for the Toiyabe National Forest. Lake Tahoe, Pyramid Lake, and other recreational areas and
state parks are in the vicinity.

The Hof2006 Group

And we hope you canl be part of the Reno2007 Group this coming September!

A laugh from the recent past... The "Attack of the Hat Dancers"... or is this the "Retreat of the
Hat Dancers"?
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A true... You had to be there story!

And for all you Scherdel drinkers out there...You will be happy to know they are STILL
cranking it out!
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Weekly update from the Adjutant!
Update Number:

270

Date:

04-Dec-06

Change of Address Corrections
Name
Fischlowitz, Henryk
McKown, Dan
Partrich, William

Address
9221 N. 28th Place.
2005 Frest Ridge Drive

City
Munich

State Zip Code
GER

Colorado Springs

CO

80918

Change of E-Mail Corrections
Name
Brown, Clayton
Cash, Ken
Greer, Murray
Kercher, JoAnn
Spirks, Donald
Sutton, Richard
Wright, Frank

Old E-mail Address
New E-Mail Address
cbgb@pivot.net
cbgb@fairpoint.net
kcash@stic.net
kencash@sbcglobal.net
murrayg@cyou.com
muzogr30@wollcom.net
jokercher@mymailstation.com No longer has internet
d.spirk@att.net
dondispirk@toast.net
oldsaltcdr@rr.tampabay.com oldsaltcdr@tampabay.rr.com
Has no internet

Telephone
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Membership Renewals
Name
Arel, Ronald
Carchia, Edward
Cash, Kenneth
Collier, Albert
Collucci, Thomas
Dickson, David
Epperson, Charlie
Greene, Leroy
Habecker, Martin
Houck, William
Johnson, David
Lawrence, Steve
Moon, Gary
Orr, John
Partrich, William
Payne, Pete
Pitchford, Keith
Sage, David
Spirk, Donald
Tringhese, Karl
Wymard, David

Roster
H
CD
H
CD
E
H
CD
E
E
H
H
E

CD

Year
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008

E-Mail
ronbonarel@hotmail.com
carchiadv@aol.com
kcash@stic.net
ab_collier@verizon.net
TACollucci@aol.com
dickson@chartermi.net
chasepp@utalum.org
le1roy5016@juno.com
Halice99@comsouth.net
Whouck@aol.com
DaveJohnson321@aol.com
thestevelawrence@att.net
gamoon@hotmail.com
johnforr@prodigy.net
bgpartrich@juno.com
EPayne2316@aol.com
Pitchfords@aol.com
dsage1@kc.rr.com
d.spirk@att.net.
ktringhese@comcast.net
DWymard@aol.com

Telephone

New Members
Name
Anders, James

Roster
CD

Year
2007

City
Springboro

State
OH

E-Mail
elfriede285@aol.com

State
NJ

E-Mail
bert2021@aol.com

Donations
Name
Partrich, William

Amount
$5.00

Comments

Telephone
609-894-8931

Address
13 Second Av - Pemberton

New Finds
Name
Redgrave, Bertram

Lost Members
Final Flyby
Clemens, Wilbur F,

Ladies Serving in Heaven

And an Off Base piece...
If you are stressing over what to do or possibly to change with Part A, part B and part D of your Medicare
plan, try (believe it or not) the Federal website at:
http://www.medicare.gov/
and follow the various links (note that there is even a "Tricare" section!)
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I used this site last spring to make some Part D decisions and was pleasantly pleased to find out
that the site actually worked, saved us a good deal of money and actually simplified the process
for my wife and I of deciding which of the many local Part D and supplemental plans was best for
us. (Humana Gold in our case) Hopefully your mileage is the same as or better than ours.
Jerry Mangas
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